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PREFACE 
•-. 
In the analysis of the industrial future o·f a state 
the economic __ development of its people must be considered .. 
Only if its people are.technologfcally prepared can they 
aid in this industrial growth and. development .. Valid re-
search investigating the manpower needs of'. the state of 
-Oklahoma has been impo-:rtant in identifying the potent'ial 
growt~ of industry in light of the educat'ional needs'for 
the ··required .. manpower.. _If the newly developed manpower 
lea~es the stat~ for employment-at just that time w~en they 
~ 
,• .. 
a.re ready to enter the labor market . Oklahoma. may fin:d · ; t · : . 
1··:··' . 
i ' 
no longer has the technologically oriented manpower needed 
', .. 
fop -its industrial growth and .development· .. 
This.study is an a,ttempt to identify which of the 
techriicians graduating from the post-high school physical 
science and engineerin~ related technology programs are 
! 
leaving the state for employme~t, and to compare ~everal 
' . 
' personal characteristics and abilities that may t·end to 
affect interstate geographic mobilityo 
I wish to expres~ my appreciation for t]1e encouragement 
and assistance given me by my _thes:;i.s advisors, Drso M .. w .. 
Roney. and P .. V .. Braden, and to _the many friends and assoc-
iates whose help was most valuable in _completing this.study .. 
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CHAPTER I 
· 'INTRODUCTION 
The .. people ·of this country have reacted readily dur-. 
ing most .. Of their history to a call/for a better oppor-
tunity b,y , '-'pulling up . stakes" in order to, seek a mo-re 
. . . .:· . . ' .· ,·; .1:' . . .. ): ·' 
. . fulfilling· l.:i:.ff?, whether measUi!ied 1n a personal hope or 
. ) . . ) 
economic gain.· Industry, in turn,, has· responded t-o · new 
• T , i 
opportunities with equal vigor in a quest for new resources 
.' \ ~ · . · i · i r 
. . ~ . . ,,... . . 
· or new outlets for capi t111l. inve~tment. With new. devel,op-
ments. · have come, industrial techniques that· have raised the 
"\ 
-levels of skill.· and increased the a.mount of knowledge re-
, ~- . 
quired to successfully perform indust.rial occupational 
' ., 1 • 
duties. Manpower and industrial conditions in one part of 
. the country. are of prime concern' .. to the. economic a·evelop...: 
:ment and· growth in .other parts of the country. The· worker 
i 
with above average education, saleable still, and higher 
' ' • I 
a.bili ties 'can easJ°ily ~ove to where pay and workfng concii-
tions are improv.do 
The educational facilities of Oklahoma ~hat a.re 
designed to prepa.·re persons for industrial occupations 
range from .f3hort' ._intensive courses of a highly . specialized·. 
nature to graciuate curricula of t;h~ universi::ties. These 
programs are org~iz11p. to me·et·. the:, needs of persons ·being 
-, --, 
l < 
l 
2 
trained in the state for the industrial manpower needs of 
Oklahoma. The economic growt:h and future development of 
the state's industries. depend upon a well-educated and 
highly-skilled labor force. Recent studies (1, 2) indicate 
a large proportion of this segment of the labor force is 
leaving the state for their first employment and many of 
those who take employment, in Oklahoma, leave int-he next 
two or three years. It is of major concern to educators, 
government, and industrial leaders of Oklahoma if the state 
continues to lose these high~y trained technicians just 
when they are ready to take a place in the industrial scene. 
The question arises, of technicians who leave the state 
. 
. because of employment, are they of the higher ability and 
socioeconomic level and thus of greater potential ·to the 
state? 
The Purpose 
The overall problem with which this study was concern-
-
ed was.~o inv~stigate the possible continued loss of 
Oklahoma's trained technicians, and to identify the char::... 
acteristics of these technician graduates considered 
necessary for desirable citizens and to their future poten-
tial tb the state. 
,The. specific purposes of this study were: ( 1) to 
identify the demonstrated academic ability and socioecon-
omic status._of technician program graduates, particularly 
those who graduated during the years 1964 through 1968, 
l 
from eleven post-high'"'."school institutions of Oklahoma that' 
offered programs of the physicai science and engineering· 
' . 
relat'ed technologies; ( 2) "to . investigate the relationship 
of the. te·chnician' s demonstrated academic ability and per-
sonal and socioeconomic status to interstat.e geographic 
mobility; ( 3) to identi;fy which selected joh factors were. 
most involved in the technician's decision to take their 
present employment either in,:-state or out-of-state; (4) to 
determine if distinguishing mobility patterns exist for 
technician program graduates from urban to rural and rural 
to urban areas; (5) to provide information for a data bank 
of OkiLahoma' s technician program graduates for those who 
may be ·concerned with _the utilization. of technical man'"'." 
power; .and ( 6) to proviq,e format dl::1.ta for future follow-up 
studies .• ,_· 
Need for the Study 
If. a .. state is to have economic growth it must have 
among,.-other· things, an increase in the numbers of its var.:... 
ious .industries, jobs,·raw·ma~erials, and -facilities. A 
major goal .. of Oklahoma is to increase its economic growth. 
John J.·.Klein (3, p. 2, 3), in a recent study suggest-
ed that Oklahoma's lag in ec·onomic attainment, wh~n com-
pared.: to :many other parts of the nation, can be. attributed 
' . 
to its ver_y recent agricultural origins~ Sip.ct:! 1939 
Oklahoma' !=3 · economy has bee·n showing signs that a,re niore 
closely·related to the rest of the nation as evidenced by 
4 
increased industrialization, a rising urban population, 
decline.in the rural economy, growth of the service indus-
tries; and a more effic·iemt utilization of natural re-
· sources. As a result Oklahoma per capita income as a per-
centage of the nation as a whole, has increased from 62.1 
percent in 1939 to 81.1 percent in 1960. (3, p. 2) 
The problem the state's leaders now face is to develop 
an overall plan which will effectively accomplish this 
goal. A frequently mentioned policy is to attract new 
industry and business to the state, but to get industry to 
move into Oklahoma requires the consideration of many fact-
ors. Some of these factors include access to materials, 
markets, utilities, transportation, the effective use of 
the state's educational system, and the availability of 
trained manpower. 
The state's highways, railways, and waterways are im-
proving. With the completion of.the new turnpikes, inter-
state highways, and the soon to be completed Arkansas River 
Waterway, adequate transportation to materials and markets 
is assured. Oklahoma's natural resources such as coal, 
gas, oil, and water can provide needed power, labor costs 
are within reason, and the educatiqnal facilities of 
Oklahoma that are designed to prepare individua~s for 
labor's needs are being trained in the state for the ;i..n-
dustrial manpower needs of the state both now and in the 
future. Effort must now be made for Oklahoma to retain its 
trained manpower. 
-~-
5 
The National Manpower Council (4, ppo 15, 17, 19) re-
ports that the development and effective utilization of 
the nation°s human resources cannot be left to chanceo It 
is suggested that there is a direct relationship between 
our economic progress and the quantity and quality of our 
available skilled manpower, and that the nation 9 s future 
progress and strength depends ttpon a conscious and deli= 
perate concern with these manpower sourceso 
Oklahoma 0 s industrial and business development during 
the next few years will be strongly related to the avail-
able supply of trained manpower, amongst which there is 
now an acute need for technicianso This need was expressed 
in the 'Oklahoma Employment Security Commission's 1964 sur-
vey (5, Po 26) of employment in technical occupationso 
Amongs~ the categories studiedj the technician occupations 
as a group were the smallest~ but it was predicted that 
this group would increase at a rate exceeding other c~te= 
gories by 1966, and by 1975 should increase to six times 
its expected size of 1966. 
Lloyd Do Briggs in A STUDY OF THE PLACEMENT OF GRAD~ 
UATES FROM OKLAHOMA 0 S POST HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS OF ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNOLOGY found for the years 1959 through 1964, 
49% oftd;he technician graduates of the junior colleges and 
. . ' 
techn'ihal institute graduates moved away from Oklahoma 
sometime after their initial employment upon graduation 
from the technical programo (6p Po 22) 
,The Oklahoma State University Placement Service vs 
6 
Sixth Annual Report, . (1, p ... 9) illustrates the interstate 
. . ·. 
mobility pattern for tech~ician graduates o:f the technical 
institutes for the years 1962 through 19660 · In their find-
ings· 58% of the technician gradu.ates accepted ·their·- initial 
.: 
employment (?Ut-of-etate d~ring that periodo ~ 
Jack La.dinsky (7, Po 473) in his study .. referred to 
the mobility of labor as a "way- of· 1ife" for; a substantial 
por.tion of American familieso · In the .. e,rli~r part of the 
century the emphasi.s on· internal migrati?n was on workers 
from rural areas moving to·industrial centers, but some. 
major economic and organ:i.zational changes in both the pri-
vate and public sectors of our society has changed this. 
Thus, th1e "brain drain" of the ",elite"-'of Oklahoma's young 
workers· .has pro,gressi vely become .an important concern of 
the leaders of the stateo 
Research of the literature for a study of the quality 
of technician program graduates failed to di~lge any 
which pertained to out-of-state migration of technician 
program graduates of the physical science and engineering 
related-fields from.Oklahoma's junior colleges and tech-
nical"-.:institutes ~er se o As to mobility, Jack Lad.insky 
(7) and.Wilfred Bates (2) appear to be the only researchers 
. who have considered the te.chnician at all. Ladinsky wrote 
.only .. slightly o·f technician's geographic mobility, and 
al though Bates :studied ~echnician mobility, he directed his 
study:to employment patterns, attitudes about Oklahoma, job 
satisfaction, and employer practices as related to inter-
7 
state geographic mobili tyo Much more study needs to b.e 
I 
done as to the "why" of. labor mobi].i ty o 
A recent follow-up study by the Oklahoma State Depart-
ment .of Vocational and Tech:nical Eciucation · ( 5) pointed 
out that the state was continuing to._ lose its technicians, 
and tha:t ,many of those \l'/ho take initial employment· in 
Oklahoma tend to leave in the next two to. three yeaps.o It 
would app~a.r that a study ·concerned with which t~chnicians 
are leaving, their ability, and socio-economic level; could 
make a significant contribution to the evaluation of the 
future economic growth of the stateo If Oklahom~ is to be 
successful in its current effort to attract new industry 
to the state;, and_to support the expansion and growth of 
. 
its existing in~ustry_; .it will need to know the possible 
~. . 
potenti~l of its trained labor force, among which are the 
:technicians., · If the best of these are being lost to other 
.atates, this too, should be showno 
Research Questions 
.The purpose of, this s~udy. wa13 to determine which o_f 
selected·variables tended to affect interstate geographic 
·mobil_ity. among tec:tinician program graduates of the physical 
sciences ?,nd engineering related fields during the five 
year period of 1964.throug;~· 1968 from-eight junior colleges, 
two technical institutes and one vocational technical 
school· in,.Oklahoma.. From this population emerged two sub-
. -· ,I•; 
populatiotl.13: (1) those technician graduates who accepted 
. . . 
8 
employment in Oklahoma, and (2) those technician. graduates 
who accepted employment out of t'he Stateo 
Based upon a comparison of the members of the two sub-
populations the investigator formulated the .following r:e-
search questions: 
Question 1: How many of Oklahoma's recent tech-
nician graduates have taken employ-
ment out of the state, and of these, 
~ow many have since returned? 
Question 2: Is. there a difference in the tech-
nician graduates personal and socio-
. . I 
economic background when associated 
with interstate geographic mobility? 
Question 3: Is there a difference in the tech-
nician graduates demonstrated aca--
demic ability .when associated with 
interstate geographic mobility? 
I 
Question 4: Is there a relationship between 
interstate geographic mobility 
Question 5: 
pattern of technician graduates 
and field of technology studied? 
Is there a difference in the inter-
. ' 
state geographic mobility pattern 
of the tech~ician gradua.tE;ls when 
related to selected job factors 
reflecting employment satisfactions? 
···.::-·--.· 
9 
Assumptions Basic to the Study 
Six basic assumptions were incorporated in the study: 
It is assumed (1) that the extent of out~of-state migration 
of Oklahoma's technician program graduates of the last five 
years is undesi.rable in light of the state• s expected eco-
, 
nomic growth, (2) that the technician program graduates 
s<;>cioeconomic background will vary significantly for com-
parison, (3) that recent technician·program graduates aca-
demic ~rade averages will vary significantly for comparison, 
(4) that the junior colleges and technical institutes of 
Oklahoma who have had graduates.from 1964 through 1968 will 
provide the needed informati_on for the study,. ( 5) that' a 
questionnair;e completed by .technician graduates will pro~ .. 
vide the needed informa~ion for the study, and (6) that_ a 
questionnaire completed by technician program graduates 
will provide an effective method of obtaining valid and 
useful data for·the studyo 
: . ~ 
Scope and Limitations of the Study 
The .following are limitations of the study: (1) all 
data were collected and limited to the technician pro-
gram graduate~ of the physical science and. engineering . 
related fields;. (2) the study further limited ·,its scope to 
\•' 
those technicians program graduates who secured full".'"'time 
employment within the.continental United States; and (3) 
the investigator collected data from eight selected junior 
. I ·. ' • ' . 
colleges, t:wo technical institutes, and one vocational 
technical school in Oklahoma gr~duating technicians with 
the associate degree or equivalent education during the 
five years, 1964 through 19680 
:-,: . 
Definition of Terms 
10 
In this technology dominated world, a common under-
standing of technical term~ and phrases are important in 
order to convey ideas, recommendations and in the framework 
in which·new proposals are describeda The definition of 
terms, then, is a necessary starting point in any effort 
to communicate in any discussiono English is a living 
language, and the meanings of, its words necessitate con-
tinual attention if it is to .!;lerve as a factor in the ef- · 
.1./. 
fectiveness of our thinkingo For clarity the following 
terms are identif~edo 
Active Manpower Policyo The process embracing those 
principles and programs which aim to assist the individual 
,; 
to become fully employed in productive work to his choosing 
- . 
"i' consonant wi t).1 his aptitudes,. talents 9 and interest under 
fair standards; to help sustain and rehabilitate the in-
dividual experiencing economic or personal hardships; and 
to help maintain the individual in an adaptable, flexible 9 
and responsible_a stance as pc:>°ssible to the changing re-
quirements of the worl'd of work.; (8, Po 121) 
Communityo Structural relationship through which'a 
localized population provid~s ,its daily requirements, ioeoi1 
a vil:Lage, a cl.ty, a state., 
11 
Community_Collegeo A junior college operated by the 
board of education of a local basic administrative unit 
(inc1uding the independent local board for one or more -
. 
community colleges)o Instruction _is adap1ied in content 9 
level, and schedule to.the nee4s of the local communityo 
(9, Po-5) 
. Coriununi ty of Orien::tationo The ,type of community in 
which a .pe.rson lives mcist of his or her life, io eo, rural 
or urbano 
Employedo Those persons working at an occupation•at 
' ~east .thirty ..... six hours per week who receive a wage 11 salary, 
or feeo 
Gainful Emplo:ymento Employment in a recognized occupa= 
tion for which persons normally receive a wage 9 salary, 
fee or profito (10, Po 672) 
.Geographic MobilitYo A movement from place to place 
(11 - 86) -. , p'.,,;l_ . . - - :.· . 
. Interstate Geographic Mobili tyo - A· movemep.t from state 
to sta:!be;r·,··;:, ;<:r:.,. - -
:iI:anfuor College o An institution of higher education 
which':}offers .. :ithe first -- two years of college instruction9 _: --
. - . . 
frequen::bly ·grants an associate degree, and does not grant 
a bach:eloa1°s degreeo Offerings include transfer.and/or 
termi:lial::progra.ms· (with an immediate empl·oyment objective) 
. at .the .p9flt--:-secondacy in-structional level and -also. may 
inclu~e adu1t:.education prog:r:-amso - -It is an independently 
organ;L~~g igstitution (pul;,li9 or non publiq},., _or an· 
12 
institution which is·a part of the publ~c school system, or 
an independently organized system.of jun~or colleges .. ·The 
term does not refer to the lower division of a four-year 
institution, even if this lower division is located on a 
campus entirely different :e'rom the c~mpus .of the parent 
.institutiono 
.\ · Labor lVIobili tyo The willingness or propensity to move 
(12, Po 24;0) . 
. lVIanpower PoliCYo See Active Manpower Pol~CYo 
lVIigrationo The voluntary movement of individuals be-
yond and outside their interaction systems .in the community· 
of residerice .. (13, Po 75) 
·. lVIobili tyo A quality of flexibi:J_i ty 9 adjustabili ty 9 
and freedom of movement among labor markets., (llp.Po 82) 
Out-Migration., The voluntary movement of individuals 
beyond and outside. their community o.r residence o 
Post"'."'High School Level., See Post-Secondary.Instruc-
tional Level., 
' Post ... se.condary Instructional Level., The general level 
of instruct'ion providE;:=d for pupils in .. college programs 9 
usually beginning with grade 13 9 anq any _instruction of a 
comparable nature and degree of dif:ficul ty provided adults. 
and out-of-school youthso (10, Po 679)0 
Rural· Communityo A community tnot classified as urban 
(less:·than ·2,500 inhabitants)o (14, Po XV) 
Technical Education., Education to earn a living in an 
occupation in which success is largely dependent upon 
13 
.technical in:formation and understanding of the laws· of 
science and principles of technology as applied to modern 
design, production, distribution, and service O ( 9,. p O 20) 0 
Technical Insti tuteo A scho_ol at the post-high school 
level which offers technical'education in one or more 
field~ .to prepare people for employment in positions·wnich 
lie between the skilled workers and professional scientists 
or engineerso (9, Po 20) 
Technologyo The application of scientific principles 
in research, design, development, production, dist-r:ibution, 
or serviceo It is often used to denote a segment of the 
applied.:.s.ciences, io eo, electronic technologyo (9, Po 20) 
Unavailable .. Those persons in the military service 
and ful:L,,,time studentso (15., Po 6) 
·unemployed. Those persons not classified as gainfully 
employed or-unavailableo 
Urban Communityo A community of.2,500 or more.in .... 
habitants O ( 4, J;>o, 15) 
Vocational Technical Schoolo A school at both the 
high school and post-high school level which offers tech-
nical ~ducation and vocational trade education in one or 
more f:i.elds to prepare people for employment, courses 
offered are not given college credito 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This review of literature revealed two recent studies 
which investigated out-of-state migration of technician 
program graduates of Oklahom.ao One dealt with a segment 
of the population utilized in this study and the other 
,. .. 
study investigated most of the educational institutions 
from which this study 0 s population was obtainedo Neither 
study was concerned with the comparison of instatevso out-
of-state migration as related to demonstrated academic 
ability, the socioeconomic status, and other personal char-
acteristics of the gracluateso Actually, no studies w~re 
found r:elating specifioally to the economic and educational 
background of indivi.duals as facto;r:s affecting ~eograph.ical 
. -, :, . ' . 
mobility of. technicians ,and the eventual ~ffect of mobility 
to the .economy of Oklahoma a · studies were found that cleal t 
with the economic and educational background of individuals 
as ·rela~ed to future aspirations and decisions of vocaiion-
al choice.. ·· The studies were of value in revealing similar-
~ . . . . 
ities and differences in problems, purposes, techniques 
and procedures, and in identifyi~g results that, to some 
degree, might serve as a oasis for comparison later in this 
study. 
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The review of literature for the background of this 
study is divided into broad categories __ to deal generally 
with: (1) the technician and technical education; (2) the 
general characteristics of geographic mobility, and (3) 
. I I ' 
the sociological and economic effect of migration of l_aboro 
The Technician 
To the uninitiated, a technician and his place on the 
industrial scene may b~ an enigma when surveying the liter-
ature an<lin observing the several functions in which the 
technician is found in the various industireso Herbert 
s. Wood (16) observed that there was little consistency of 
definition when referring to the technician's responsib-
ilities and duties, and measures do not exist for- asse·ssing 
-· 
the amount of knowledge and skill he is required to possesso 
The technician is probably best defined in broad, general 
terms by dealing with his job title, the amount of training 
he will have had, and the knowledge areas he will have· in 
common with others of like ability o When limiting··· the area 
of concern of technician duties related to those of just 
the engineering and physical science fields, it is·· still a 
' ' formidable task of defining but in general, the descriptions. 
of the technicians' jobs and responsibilities fall into a 
wide band between the skilled craftsman and those of the 
professional engineer or scientisto Of the many job titles 
by which the technician is known, two general titles are 
found to be in most common use -- the engineering technician 
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and the industrial techniciano (17, 18) 
The engineering technician (19, 20) works with engi-
neers and .. physical scientists in virtually every area of 
their endeavor, requiring for some technicians a high level 
. . 
of mathematics, science, and applied technical abilityo 
Many are involved in supervised res-earch, at a highly·: 
sophisticated levelo The responsibilities include the 
construction of complicated scientific apparatus, the fag-
rication and assembly of experimental equipment, drafting 
and some advance design worko 
The industrial technician on the other hand, operates 
within a more narrow range of activitieso (21) His work 
is usually more "job oriented", centering on specific jobso 
For this reason, his educational preparation need not be 
as extensive as that of.· th_e engineering techniciano Here, 
the education will give greater emphasis to the manipula-
tive skills than to mathematics and sciences, although tp.e 
latter is pertinent to the basic e<lucational experiences., 
The indua_trial technician is commonly found involved with 
jobs dealing with production9 superv:ision, and inspection, 
device testing for quality control of productiQn,~or· 
'trouble shooting 0 equipment and systems already ins:talledo 
Technicians often supervise work and perform in job activ-
ities which have in the past been-the province of the 
engineero 
A publication prepared by Dro Maurice Wo Roney for 
the U. So Office of Education (22, Po 6-8) provided twelve 
criterion for identifying the general responsibilities 
of ··technical occupations o However it was suggested that 
' 
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equal weight should probably not be given to each criteria, 
and that no single occupation would require all of the~o 
They are J.isted as follows: 
lo Applies knowledge of science and matp.ematics 
e:x,:tensively ·in rende-ring·.direct ·tech~ical 
assistance to scientists or· engineel".s: engaged 
in scient.ific research and. experimeritationo 
' . . .:,: 
2o Designs, develops, or plans modifications of 
new products and processes under the'super-
vision of engineering·personnel in applied 
engineering research; design and developn:rento 
3. Plans and inspects the installation of complex 
equipment and control systemso 
4o Advises regarding the maintenance and repair 
of complex equipment with extensive control 
systemso 
5o Plans production as a member of the management 
unit responsible for efficient use of manpower 1 
materials, and machines in mass productiono · 
• . J 
60 Advises, plans, and estimates costs as .a field 
representative, or a manufacturer, or distribu-
tor of.technical equipment and/or productso · 
7o Is responsible for performance of environmental 
tests of mechanicall) hydraulicp pneuma.tic, 
electrical, or electronic components or systems 
and the preparation of appropriate technical 
reports covering t.he testso 
80 Prepares or interprets engineering drawings and 
sketcheso 
9. Selects, compiles, and uses technical informa-
tion from references suchas engineering stan-
dard!3, ,handbooks, and technical digests of 
research findingso 
10. Analyses and interprets information obtained from 
prevision measuring and recording instruments 
and make evaluations upon which technical dec-
isions are basedo · 
llo Analyses and diagnoses technical problems that 
inyol'V'e independent decisionso 
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120 Deals witn a variety of,technical problems in-
volving many fa9tors and variables which require 
an understanding of several technical fieldso 
Technical Education 
As early as 1931, the ~ocietyfor the Promotion of 
Engineering Education (23) published a summary report that 
recognized the rising leve.1 .of knowledge required of staff 
experts and technical supervisorso Because industry is un-
able to supply its own.needs in f:illing the technica1,·and 
~upervisory posi:tions, they have had to loo~ more·· and more 
to the technical school .. :f,~r their )Supply o 
A post-secondary type of educational institution was 
needed to give the more intensive and practical applied 
training 'not being provided by the engineering collegesi, 
and it became apparent that these schools must principally 
direct their education to the supervisory and technical 
personnel needed by particular industries (24)o The name 
•technical institute 0 was proposed as the most suitable 
and all inclusive name for these schoolso 
Studies of the technical institute have since been 
undertakeno Wickenden and Spahr (23) were the first to 
conduct investigations, followed by many others amongst 
which are Smith and Lipsett, (25) Henninger, (26) and-
Graney (27)o 
Most technical institutes follow the pattern~~provided 
by Wickenden and Spahr (23) and characterized as being a 
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post-secondary school catering to those individuals with 
previous industrial experience and <iesiring intensive pre-
paration in a specific field of interesto The educational 
experience would prepare the students for entry occupations 
that would fall primarily between the skilled and the pro-
fessionaJ:r,level, but with enough ability to enable them to 
advancedn time to a professional statuso The courses 
would':r:,be 'intensive, shorter, and essentially terminal 
ratherrrt.hanp:reparatory, in comparison to those of the p;ro-
fessio.nal.'.,schoolo Though concerned with both technical and 
supe:c:vd.:sory ,pursuits~ the latter is more often emphasized 
relat±ng:to actual industrial usageo The teachers 9 while 
adequa.;tely prepared in a scholarly sense, are primarily 
chosen·because of their practical experiences 9 and for.their 
ability.tot~ach the directly practical, emphasizing the 
"doing~! as distinct from study or book theory" 
l>ri> M,; Roney (22, Po 9) identified the development of 
five generaLabili ties in the educational content· of the 
techn:fr:.cal;·instituteo The abilities areg 
lo. Facility with mathematicsi ability to u~e alge-
bra and trigonometry as tools in the development 
·of ideas that make use of scientific and engin-
eering principles; an understanding of, thougll 
1 :notnecessarily facility with, higher ma"the- · 
matics through analytical geometry, calculus, 
. and differential equation, according to the-
. requirements of the·· technology o · 
2 o Proficiency in the application. of physic~l 
science principles including the basic cdnoepts 
and laws of physics and chemistry that a:r-e per-
tinent to the inq.ividua;i_vs field of techhologyo 
3o An understanding of th.e materials and processes 
commonly used in the technology., 
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4., An extensive knowledge of a field of specializa-
tion with an understanding of the engineering 
and !;!Oientific activities that distinguish the 
tet:hnology of the field., The degree o:f com~ . 
petelil,ey and de,pth. of understanqing shou:J_d be · 
sufficient . to enable the individual to do. such 
work as detail design using established design 
procedure so 
5., Communication skills that include the ability 
to interpret, analyze,, and transmit facts and 
ideas graphically 9 orally1 and in writingo 
In studies made by H.ammond (28)~ Roney and Braden (29) ~ 
the U., S., Department of Labor (30), and Engineering Man= 
power Commission (32)~ the technician°s education was'.de= 
fined as..,"being a planned sequence of school experiences 
designed to prepare persons for a cluster of jobs in spec= 
ialized fields of technology at the post-secondary level.," 
The program should be at least two (2) years~ but not more 
than four (4) years in length, leading to the associate 
degree or similar designations o .. The technician° s ·· e.ducation 
should also include emphasis in mathematicEJ and sciences 
as well as depth in a particular specialized field of 
technology., The curriculum in. the. individual technologies 
should meet particular objectives enabling the graduate to 
enter a job area after graduation with little or no ·fur= 
ther on-the-job training, that he be able to advance in 
his job in harmony with the new developments in his tech-
nology, and that he have a substantial foundation in his 
technology to continue his.education if he so desires., 
Geographic Mobility Defined 
In the review of literature of labor mobility, several 
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significant points were observedg (1) the terms migration 
and mobility were used interchangeably (as well as geograph-
ical and residential mobility) when relating to the move-
ment of labor; (2) for the most part, studies-of mobility 
have been the sole province of the sociologist ·and.the'..: 
economist; (3) studies of al~ ki~ds _of labor mobility are 
am,o~g those of different educational levels, occupations, 
' 
and age groups; ('4) informat,ion on the mobility. of workers 
has been distinctly limi ~ado Studief$ wer~ small in scope . 
wi.th li1:'tle uniformity in_ the type Qf w_orkers dealt with, 
the time periods covered, and/or methods utilized in ~easur-
ing mobility; and (5) no s_tudies dealt spE3cifical1y with 
.. , .· 
the socioeconomic background of the individual, or the 
individual's ability related to the motivation for his 
mol:>ilityo 
,, 
Basically, mobility is a subjective concept concerning 
a person's willingness ,or i.mwillingness to make a change 
(12), (32), (ll)o G~ographica,l mobility is the movement of 
residence, and more directly to the subject of this thesis 9 
a movement into or out of a labor market (13)o "The will-
ingnes~ or pr~pensity to move" as stated bY Reynolds (12, 
Po 240) is ·embraced by a variety of motives and activi~ieso 
Job movements are of varying typeso Types of mobility 
' 
suggested by Kerr (33) and Parnes (34) are summarized here 
as movement from one iemployer or organi~ation to another 
(Occupational mobility); movement from one industry to 
. :.· ' .. 
another (Industrial mobility); movement from one area to 
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another (Geographical mobility); and between employment 
. . . . 
and unemployment, or into and out of the labor marketo 
Not on~y is mobility termed industrial, occupational, 
and geographical, but in addition it is divided as horizon= 
tal and vertical as wello Nelson (35) indicated geograph-
ical movement to be horizontal mobility 9 and vertical 
mobility to be the movement of perso:ns or groups from one 
class or status to anothero Vertical movement cou.ld be 
either upward or downwardo 
Herbert Parnes (34) differentiated propensity as being 
of three types; (1) propensity to move to a new job that 
is more appealing by having a known permanence, (2) to 
leave one job which has proven satisfactory without having 
a new job in sight 9 and (3) of an unemployed worker to 
ghange residence, industry or occupation in order-to.secure 
employmento 
' Charles Meyers (36) expressed the measuring of applied 
manpower mobility as resulting from his willingness to 
move, in addition to his having the opportunity to change 
employment either from one occupation, indust:ry 9 or geo-
graphical area to anothero Meyers implied.that the amount 
of movement reflected the interaction of supply 't<> th:e de-
mand for laboro 
::.:·,,, -
Demography of Mobility 
As stated above 9 the studies of geographic mobility 
have been mainly the province of the sociolop;ist and the 
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economisto Among both groups the center of attention has 
been in the industrial sectors on movement among blue collar 
workers, non-whites, and the unemployedo The researcher 
found little data on mobility of white collar workers, and 
close to no work at all being carried out on the mobility 
of professional and technical workerso Yet Ladinsky (7), 
Malm (37), and several Labor Department studies (.30, 39, 
40) concur that geographical mobility of the professional, 
technical, and kindred workers are the most mobile segment 
of the labor force, and that geographic mobility dropa off 
rapidly with decreasing educationo Therefore, the coneern 
with the manpower problems investigated in the study are 
essentially of two kinds: (1) those problems dealing with 
the availability of manpower in terms of numbers 1 costs 
to geographical location and mobility, and (2) these pro-
blems concerned with the effective .utilization of.manpower 
in the job being doneo 
Willard Wirtz (40, Po 143) in a. manpower report to the 
President said that "one of the chief goals of an-active 
manpower policy is matching workers and jobso The progress 
we Iru3.k:e toward this obj eoti ve depends, in part 9 on ac;hieve-
ments in two other major areas of manI)ower policy.;;...;. the 
creation of jobs and the development of workers abilit±es o '' 
Sommers (41) declared. that policy makers must know the 
costs and gains of personnel, and the social investments in 
manpower relocati.ono .The investment in mobility is criti-
cally influenced by the investment of training and education 
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if economic benefits are to be derived from mobilityo 
Webbink (42) suggests that the economists as respon-
sihle citizens must consider facts when discussing the costs 
and benefits of labor mobilityo An essential.foundation 
to the development of our economic, political, and .social 
institutions.is a free movement o"f laboro Some degree of 
flexibility in the movement of labor has always been essen-
tial in maintaining both stability and effective economic 
operationso The growth and development of the social fac-
ilities essential in maintaining both stability and effec-
tive economic operations provide for.the growth.and dev-
elopment of the so·cial fatili ties essential to our present 
way, of livingo But more and more, in recent years, the 
question arises that if we' are to gain maximum utilization 
of labor resources, can our method of free movement of 
lab()r,·based o:n employer and worker choices directed toward 
individual .advantages, be retai.ned as a basic procedure for 
, . . 
manpo,wer·::allocation? Webbink. then cautioned that in the 
interest of both long-ra~ge and immediate economic and 
social growth we must not "organize our human resources by 
persuasion or compulsion just to strengthen the economy 
wi tho·ut destroyi:ng the chief distinctive contribution that 
can be'made in developing an_industrial societyo" (42, Po 7) 
Yoder (11) and Palmer (43) suggested that mobility in 
the laborforce provided the necessary flexib~lity, adjust-
abili ty and· freedqm that is required· in the proceefs of 
equalizing the demands of the supplier of manpower_among 
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diffe!ent geographica~ areas and ll:lbor mar;kets.. ''Too little 
mo.bili~y can retard or pre~ent the ef.fective allocation or 
distributiori of manpower resource$ and thus occasion its 
under-ut_ilization or waste o Too much mobility can have 
exactly the same detrimental influe,nce on the application 
of manpower resourceso" (11, p .. 80) We, as a nation of 
people, value h~ ~esources a~c:>ve.all others 9 therefore 9 
human mobility is a primary concern to al:l modem society .. _ 
It is the Census BU.reau 0s practice to measure geo~ 
graphical mobility of a population ~-y comparing an indi-
vidual 9 s residence at two points in timeo The population 
is divided into two groU.pf! which arij __ classified as non-
movers (those residing in the same house both years) and 
movers (those residing _in a different house at the later 
tiille) .. The movers are tlle:n classified as local movers 
(Jifferent house 9, sa.ine country) and migrants (different 
country :q~sidence }o Migrants are~ in turn 1 classified as 
. . 
be~ng those coming from noncontiguous states o_ ( 44) ·. 
The Uo S .. Department.of Labor have been responsible 
for the most extensive studies rela~_tng, to geographic 
. I -
mobility of the United States populaceo The Manpower!!-
port to the President, (30) and _(44), Manpower Research 
.~· •.. . . 
-. 
and Trainip.g, (45) 9 and Manpower Research~ <Mobil+ty_ and 
Worker Adaptation to Economic_CJ+anges in the Unite-dS1rates 9 
(46) are some of the JI1ost rece:q.t s~udi~s made ,-identifying 
and depicting the geographic mobi:lity patterns of·tne na--
tionV$ WOrkerSo 
... ,·· 
Informatie>n-gleaned from these reports 
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suggests_that the migration of persons in this country is 
constant, and that the overall mobility rates remain.rela-
tively stable and close t.o 20 percent (ranging from 1806 
to 21 percent) in all successive census surveys conducted 
since 1948). (46) 
Personal Factors Causing Mobility 
Of the: personal fact.ors whi.ch .,:contribute·.most.:to · 
geographical mobility, age, as related to the family cycle, 
reflects the typical pattern. When young people leave·home 
to find jo-bs, marry, and set up. their own households mobil-
.:? ~,. 
ity rates are highest. Of the marri'ed men 18 to 24 years 
old living with their wives, the mobility rate was 63.,3 
percent compared to 1906 percent. for single men. (46) · 
Mobility rates for men and women average the sanie over a 
-lifetime, but the patterns diffe! appreciably at certain 
ages.. Women between the ages 18,: to· 21 are distinctly more 
mobile than m~n; 35 percent of the women aged 18 to 19 
mov,e, as compared with 20 percent of the meno This trend 
continues until the ages of 22 and 24 when the. rates are 
about the same for both sexes, and from the ages of 25 to 
30 years the mobility rates of. men begins to be greater 
than that of women. (41, Po 22) Considering other personal. 
factors affecting mobility, Yoder (47) found renters move 
more often than homeowners, heads of families were less 
likely to move than other family members in the labor force, 
and mobility declined in direct proportion to increased ageo 
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When relating social factors as affecting get.graphic 
mobility it was found that education and the level obtained, 
has a direct effect on labor mobility o Most studies address-
ing themselves to this factor suggested that the better 
educated were more mobile than all other groups, and that 
geographic mobility drops off sharply with decreasing ed-
ucation. (6, 11 9 30, and 46) 
Technician Mobility 
Current surveys of population mobility generally show 
migratio~ as highest at the top and bottom of the-occupa-
tional ladder; professional and technical occupations are 
at the top, and farm and unskilled labor are at the bottomo 
Ladinsky (7) reports that 10 percent of all male profession-
al workers were migrants as compared to about six percent 
of all others ex.eluding the lowest group O 
Higher income or improved employment status a.re re-
flected in levels of education when related to geographic 
mobilityo Ladinsky (7) found professional, technical, 
and kindred workers the most mobile when they associated 
mobility to income levelso ''The practice of the American 
worker to change this residence apparently is strongly 
influenced and limited by the character of his income and 
employment statuso" (7, Po 21) Livernash (48), M$.lm (37), 
,, 
Myers (49), Uo So Department of Labor (50) found that tbe 
move to better economic areas where job opportunities t;tre 
expanding has always been basic to man~s search for a 
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better lifeo 
Lansing (51) and Tarvers (52) reported that profes-
sional and technical workers had the highest lifetime mob-
ility and recent mobility rates of all occupational $t:ratao 
Seventy-four percent had moved from place of birth 9 as 
compared to an average of 64 percent for all other workers, 
and 33 percent had moved within the past five years, as 
compared to 16 percent for all otherso Thus, it would seem 
. that professional and technical workers are the most mobile 
segment of the labor force especially when compared to all 
other labor groupso Five year rates of mobility are even 
more sensitive to permanenti, one-way mo'bility than are.one= 
year rate~, and it is this kind of mobility that ch~racter-
izes technical laboro (43) 
The high ratio of migration among professional and 
technical wo.rker can be attributed to ni,any complex factorso 
A look at the 1960 Census of. one-in-a-thousand sample of 
16 independent variables can be analyzed to determine their 
strength and relative. importance in explaining variations 
in geographic mobilityo (41) In summary, the findings show 
that with increas.ed age and family. size j geographical mob-
ility is lessenedj but higher geographical mobility is sti= 
mulated by educational levelso Young married professionals. 
move most and farthest; males move somewhat more than 
femaleso (53) 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter is to desc:r:-ibe the metnod 
of design utilized for determining the population-and con-
trolling variables, and the method by which the data was 
co·lleoted ,~nd analyzedo Ce_rtain problems require precise 
~ . . - :- . . . . ·\. . . . . . . . 
experimental control and"manipulation; others may be more 
satisfactorily attacked bY: Wfi:y of naturalistic observations 
.or nonexperimental assessmento The over-all technique is 
chosen to best fit the problem under investigatioJ:J., and. 
the c:b,oice·of technique affects the detail of design and 
the ope,rat±o.ns,,for measuring or manipulating the va,:iables .. 
The lackcot:-uniform standards and measurement_met~od.ology 
of previous :,~tudies _ dealing with the m9bili ty of labor pop-
ulati~ni;f,.::,the .population vs status when con~acted _ for 'ii.ifor-
. . . . . · .. · 
matiatl;!;;a;~ J?el~ted· to ·education is, ~-post-facto ~d _ pre .... 
cludest,the)use -of .. certairl investigative .techniques.,. ·A1~.---
.. . . : ' . . . . . . ' . . . . ·: ~- . . . . . . ... . . . .. ' . .. 
thougb,£:J.thereyare other_ ~ffective techniques utilized in 
this ,ibype o:f\ study, a mailed questionnaire_ was developed 
and used,;because -it was the_ only practical technique avail-
able ·.cons;st~nt··with th~ size of the population be,ing 
The ~-post-fa.ctQ,type of.research is characterized 
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as research in which the independent variable or variables 
ha~e already occurredo The researcher starts with observa-
tions of the dependeilt variables in retrospect for their 
possible relations to, a.nd effect -on, the independent ·vari-
b:J.es o The limi tatio11s and weaknesses o_f the ~-post-facto 
type of research as described by Kerlinger (54) are 0 (1) 
I -
the inability to manipulate independent variables-, (2) the 
lack of :power to rando.mize, and ( 3) _ the risk_ of im~roper 
interpretation ...... Despite its weakness 9 muc:ti ~-post-
.· facto resea:rch must be done o . o o simply becau~e many 
research problems o _.. o do not lend themselves to experi-
mental inquiryo" 
"Follow-up" procedures (15) are used in ~-post=facto 
. . .... '.. ,· 1. ... 
research.which involve research designs that fequire a con-
. ' . ' . . . ,·. . ~ ' 
tact with individuals who have shared experiences; -·and 
which the investigator wishes to study o The t,wo main 
classifications of follow-up studies are the explanatory 
and the descriptive studies, or a combination of t~e two 
techniqueso 
Explanatory studies attempt to explain a situation, 
test a theory, or draw inferences to. the relation between 
the cause and its effecto Explanatory is further-di.vided 
into diagnostic and experimental .methods .. Th,e diagnostic 
....... 
study searches for possible causes in evaluating a'situa-
tiono The experimental type of study tries to create new 
situations by m~nipulating the environment and introducing 
experimental factors to gain an understanding of the actual 
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operation of a systemo The design of the research of this 
study will follow the st~cture herein described as being 
~-post~facto using explanatory follow-up procedures from 
.. ' 
the diagnostic standpointo 
Selection of Population 
All: .subjects for the study were technician program 
graduates. receiving; the Associate Degree or its equivalent 
from eleYen ·s~lected junior. college, technical insti tute.s 9 
and technical ·.vocational schools of Oklahomao Okmulgee 
Tech :does. not grant a formal degree for· its two year . 
technical program., The institutions includedg (i) Altus 
Junior College, (2) Cameron State Coll~ge, (3) Connor~=· 
Statei:,::eol.leg~; (4) Ea~t~rn. Oklahoma A&M College.,. (5.) ··· 
Murra.y:·:State.!College,. ( 6) :lNortheaste~ Oklahoma A&l\lI coi ..... '. 
. ' . . . .;. . . ' 
lege ,.:.·t7) NC>rthern Oklalioma College~ ( 8) Oklahoma State 
.. \ 
Techi:rOkinulge,e,. (9) Oklahoma State University Technical 
Institute,1:'.0klahoma City, (10) Oklahoma State Univ~rsity.: 
Techn\i:ca:t'Institute~ 'Stillwater, and (11) 1Sayre Junior ·,· 
College~.,- "< '. ·. 
The<:departments involved were contacted through the 
president's :office to ascertain their willingness .to par= 
tic.i.p~te ii{ the studyo Information. i!3- t_he · form o:f a letter 
was dire·cted. to each participating school requesting inf9r-
mation, regarding the names and addresses of the gr~duates 
: .. · . . . 
by major,,a:i:;-ea of study, :f'e>r each of the five year periodsi, 
.1.964 ,through 1968·.; · A copy of the letter is included .in 
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App·endix Bo 
The cross-sectional population.for this study included 
all tho,se students who.met the ;ollowing criteriag· (1) had 
graduate.d from one of the -physical science or engineering 
related technologies of one of the twelve institutions sel-
ectedo (2) had graduated between 1964 through 1968; (3) 
I ... ,· 
were presently employed full-time; ( 4 )'. wer~ presently not 
in the armed forces; (5) had completed a valid questionnaireo 
Instrument 
Research of the ~-post-facto.type usually utiliz-es 
collection of data either from existing records or a self-
administered questio_r.maireo The method of gathering data 
for this study utilized the self-administered questionnaireo 
The design and development was based on suggestions by-Good 
(55) and Oppanheim (56)o An attempt was made to restrict 
the length to three pages, and to write the majority o·r the 
. ., • • . • • •: ··~. ·..• • .. >. • 
questions in such a manner as to permit answering with-
ei ther a check mark, one word, or short answero 'The ques-
tionnaire form was kept short and simple II so that mo ref of 
the graduates would be inclinQ:ed. to,--pa._rt-i"Ci~~~':A'ff'~''tia~~,~~Yo-
The developed questionnaire was pre-tested with the coop-
. . ,•, . . ·. ·. 
eration of technician graduate .candidates of Oklahoma State 
University Techn~cal Institute, Stillwater,,~ !'leeded changes 
were made and a revised questionnaire was. developerdo A. 
c<>py of the· questionnaire is included in AppendixB., 
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Description of Institutions 
Three different types of institutions were included 
in the eleven institutions Whose graduates were studiedo 
. 
Junior Colleges 
The eight junior colleges selected have fully accred-
ited programs of studyo Accreditation has been ~warded by 
the state accrediting agencies and by the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schoolso The as-
sociate of arts degree is offered in both transfer and 
te;r-minal curriculao 
To be eligible for admission a student must have gra-
duate.d from an accredited high school o Exception to this 
requirement is made for stu,dents ovel'.' 21 years of age wllo 
may be admitted on a probationary basis o ·· Upon completip:p, 
of two semesters of satisfactory wor~, the probationary 
student may be admitted on a regular basiso 
Within the division of industrial education the eight 
junior colleges offered a total of 12 transfer and terminal 
curriculao Students enrolled in technical education pro-
grams in the div1,sion of industrial educationwere selected 
as subjects in this studyo 
The number of curricula of technology offered by any 
one of eight junior colleges varies from one to as many 
as seven in each schoolo These programs arei Electronic 
data processing technology, design drafting technology 
(both architecture and industrial), el~ctronic technology, 
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mechanical technology, civil technology, civil and highway 
te<rhn,ology, chemical technology, climate control technology, 
and instrumentation and process control technologyo 
Vocational Technical School 
The vocational technical school selected for this 
study is the largE::st school of its kind in the stateo 
Graduation requirements ·are the successful completion of 
all course re9.uirements, and recommendations o·f the de-part-
ment "head .. Upon graduation the Certificate of Accomplish-
ment •il!V'awarded.;" Student studying at this insti tu.tion-·are 
not awatded college credito 
T9 be .eligible for admission at this inst_i tution. a 
st:udentcmu:st<have -- completed ·high school or have atta±ned)-:c 
seven~eenca.nd: ·;one half years of ageo 
t>pe1;atiiig.:oh a trimester calenda_r the schpol ·'offe.rs 
43 trati,e:,,a,uci -technical .programso · Graduates of five of the 
.. . .. . 
fort;y:~th:&ee -programs ate; electronic data process:i,.ng, · 
engineer,ing .a.ids,. drafting and design, industrial ~lect-
ronic1v1~n~-- re:f':Figeration and -heatingo 
Technic,a.l Institutes 
·Technie~l institute; stude;nts included in this'" study 
were ~ele.qteq, from two teqhn:i.cal institutes operated by , 
the Oklahoma State Universityo These institutions, operat-
ed as·. divisions of· the University 0 s College of Engineering, 
dffer two-year, college level, specialized, progra.III:~ leading 
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' 
to an associate degree in teo~nologyo 
Operating OrJ. a semester calendar the instituttons offer 
thirteen different technologie&o The programs offere"dat 
the on-campus institt.te in Stillwater are: . aetonautic:s, 
. . ·-
construction, drafting and design, electronic, fire prq-
tection, mechaniOal, me_tals, · petrole~, and radiation and 
nuclear technologies. ~j).e programs offered by the metro-
politan tecliliLcal institute are~ architectural and struct-
ural drafting; ;and d.esign, civil,_ ce>mputer. programming, 
industrial drafting, electron;cs, instrumeritation and pro-
. '·'.. . \. . .. 
eess control, and envir,onmental control technologies 
Demonstrated Academic Ability 
Asna; ori te.rion to determine the general ability o·f an 
individual, 4is performance in s~hool in the form of a 
grade point average has been used extensively in numerous 
studies. 
Funches ( 57) in a study at Jackson State College ·on 
the correlation between ACT scores and grade point- avejiage 
(GPA) found a positive degree of correlation between ACT 
scores and grade point averages from college gradeso Ellis 
(58) in a similar study stated that"~ o o records of prior 
academic attainment often have a direct bearing o:n thelr 
( the student) future attainments in life o" Ellis':· in com-
paring the g:r,ades of one institution to any other suggested 
that there may be some variation among schools and t.he1r 
grading procedureso The need for having records that can 
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be transferred to, and used at other campuses~ however 
causes a high degree of standardization both in the keep-
ing of academic records and method of grading". More over, 
administrative necessity serves to keep recording errors 
at a minimumo 
"one of the.most striking developments on 
the contemporary college scene is the decline 
of the tradition that students should con-
fine their attendance to one undergraduate 
institutiono For a variety of reasons, col-
lege. students toq.ay are apt to· switch schools 
one or more times in their undergraduate 
careerso~ (58, Po 260)0 
Moberely ( 59) and Sleeper ( 60): found th-at, .tlitr"~C'<''ef-, 
ficients of predic·ti ve validity between Graduate Record 
Examination and'Grade Point Average were statistically 
significant at the 030 levelo· About which Alexakos (61) 
commefitedo 
In general, the results of the present study· 
are compariable to results obtained:bY other 
investigators who have reported Vl:;l,.lj,.dity.co-
efficients in the neighborhood of 030 for the 
GRE:;:Apti tude Test o 
H:illway (62) qualifies the level of results by 
stating::· 
A positive correlation of a 030 or higher or-
dinarily may be considered sufficient evi-
dence, of a positive degree. of relationship., 
Dickinson and Newbegin (63) found that employers in 
both.industry and government seem to be using academic 
grades as ·a·principle yar~stick in hiring and in deciding 
individual salaries"' 
In a study of NON-TEACHING GRADUATES, OF THE FOUR-YEAR 
......... ,.94 .. :*'40ZQ , .. , .+c,_ ,£),__, ____ - . 
STATE COL:J:iEGES 2 Robinson. ( 64) found g 
The graduate's grade point average in general 
courses wereposltiv;e correlated with employer 
rating of the graduate·s, · and that the importance· 
of student's doing well in their courses should 
not 'be: minimized in terms of their success in 
future employment.a (64, Po 143) 
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Academic achievement was defined as a student's grade 
point average .(GPA) in his over-all grades from the in-
. . ·,. 
stitution from which he graduatedo The GPA was obtained 
in part from the response to item Number 5 on the general 
questio:nria.ire, and in part fro.m student records ( when rnade 
availBlble_to the investigator) Qf the institution-from 
which he had graduatedo 
Socioeconomic Scale 
In this study the socioeconomic scale developed by 
Duncan (65) was used to detf3~inesocioeconomic background 
of the respondent o This ·scale evolved over a period-.. of 
years.from a study by North and Hatt in 1945, which led 
to the development of the National Opinion Research Center 
(NORC) study, conducted in 19470 
The Occupational· Prestige.Scale developed by NORC v.vas 
,.. . ·,,.· •,_ . . . 
limited because scores are not available for occupations 
employing more than half of the labor forceo The subse-
quent development of a scale for all occupations was car-
ried out with the aid of a research grant to the University 
of Chicago from the United States Public Health Serviceo 
The major purpose for the development of the scale was not 
to predict unknQwns, but to construct from census informa-
tion a graduated rating scale which could be used in 
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research requiring a system of stratificationo The scale 
is given in three forms, any one of which can be used in 
statistical analysiso 
Students of social stratification are in general .agree-
ment that the occupation of the husband is more likely" 
than that of the wife, to reflect the socioeconomic status 
of the familyo Assessment of social economic status for 
this study was made on the basis of the respondents report 
of the specific occupational title of his father (or who-
ever suppor"ts your fa.mily)o A numerical value was assigned 
from the socioeconomic scale for all occupations. to that 
of the father's occupationo This data was obtained from 
the responde~t 0 s questionnaire item number 3 and 4o 
Data Collection 
Data from as many of the graduates as possible was 
secured and in attempting to do so, a list was compiled 
of all graduates and available maili~ addresses for the 
years 1964 through 1968., The list o~ lla!P.,s and addresses 
was prepared. from informat.ion obtained. from each shool 
participating in the studyo The total number of graduates 
for the years included in the study was 16530 
Questionnaires to be completed under supervision were 
sent to technician graduate candidates of each of the 
eleven selected institutions during the month of May; 19680 
Each department head was personally contacted and briefed 
by the investigator before the questionnaire was completed 
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by the gr~duate candidate .. The· technician graduates who 
did not complete questionnaires at that time were sent 
follow-up letters and questionnaireso A questionnaire was 
sent to each graduate of the y,ars 1964 through 1967 with 
a cover letter explaining the purpose of the study and 
soliciting his coopE3ration. A copy of the letter is in 
Appendix B .. 
There were 351 graduate candidates in the May, 1968, 
classes of the selected schools, who filled out question-
naires .. (Oklahoma State Tech's 1968 graduates were con-
tacted by letter). A list of all graduates, the year of 
graduation, and the technology studied from each institu-
tion participating in the study was obtained and verified 
for completeness::-·· Fifty-four 'of· the graduates were ·estab-
lished as foreign students who had or were returning to 
their country for employment; these were eliminated from 
the study .. Questionnaires with a cover letter, a stamped 
and addressed envelope, were sent.to each of the remaining 
1248 technician graduates of the previous yearso One 
hundred and forty.three forms were returned due to in-
adequate address or address unknowno Of the remaining· 
1105 to be contacted, 315 responded by returning useable 
questionnaire.a o 
Normal statistical techniques for sampling the popula-
tion were not attempted.in order that the· largest·sample 
possible could be obtained from the population .. !twas th~ 
hope of the investigator that more meaningful information 
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could be gained utilizing this method than might be expect-
ed from a smaller sampleo To check the assumption of nor-
mality of the sample of respondents!! a Chi Square, goodness 
of fit test was made to determine if the sample departed 
significantly from the shape of the·normal distribution of 
the i;otal population of technicians graduating from·· the 
eleven selected institutions during the years' studiedo 
The data in Table I lists the schools included in the 
study, the total number of graduates from each, and the 
number of respondents to the questionnaire from eacho A 
percent value for each school of the total of 1653 was 
computed as the expected frequencies, and a percent value 
for the respondents from each school of the total of 666 
was computed as the observed frequencieso The Chi Square 
of 002804 at 10 degrees of freedom was less than the 
appropriate value in the Chi Square table at the 005 level 
of confid.ence, thereby suggesting no statistically sign-
ificant difference azp.ong the technician graduates, respond- . 
ing to the survey, and the number of graduates from eleven 
schools during the years studiedo The test indicates that 
the sample very closely represents the total population 
in subsequent analysis,c 
Data Analysis 
The facili tie.s of the Oklahoma State University Com-
puter Centerwere used, in part, to make the analysis of 
the datao Since the population of the sample indicated 
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no statistically significant difference fr9m the parent 
population, the methods of analysis of frequency, percen-
tage,_9:11d simple listings weI'e -µsed for clarityo To deter-
mine associations were percentages may not.be-the best 
me~hod other appropriate statistical techniques were usedo 
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TABLE I 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF TECHNICIAN GRADUATES 
, · RESPONDENTS BY INSTITUTION 
Ihstitutions 
Junior Colleges, 
Altus Junior College 
Cameron State College 
Connors' State College 
Eastern Oklahoma State 
College 
Murray State College 
Northeastern Oklahoma 
A&M College 
Northern Oklahoma College 
Sayre Junior College 
Technical Institutes 
OSU Technical Institute 
(Oklahoma City) 
OSU Technical Institute 
(Stillwater) 
Vocational Technical Schools 
Oklahoma State Tech 
Number of 
Graduates 
N =.1653 
20* 
48 
9* 
110 
10* 
210 
32 
19 
215 
436 
(Okmulgee) 544 
TOTAL 1653 
df = 10 signo 005.= 18.;31 
Number of ···· 
Respondents Total 
N = 666 
20 
25 
4 
47 
7 
106 
18 
10 
99 
222 
108 
666 
2 x = 002804 
*School had fewer than five years of graduates 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The analysis of data presented in this chapter is in 
three·sections. First, an analysis ·of the employment pat-
tern of the techni9ian grl:!.duates initially included in the 
study is described .. Second, the interstate geographic 
mobility pattern of the technician graduates who accepted 
employment is described .. Presented in the third section 
is the.data analysis relating to the research questions 
generated by the desigr.L of the study. 
Description.of Employment Pattern 
The purpose of this study was to identify which sel-
ected variables are associated with interstate geographic 
mobility among employed technician program graduates of 
Oklahoma. ..The technicians chosen for the study graduated 
from technoloigy programs of the physical science and engin-
eering related fields during the five year period 1964 
through .. 1968 .. The· eleven educational institutions from 
which:. they· graduated consisted .of eight ( 8) junior ·colieges, 
two (?} .. technical institutes, and one (1) vocational tech-
nical,scho61 .. The location of the eleven schools is shown 
in Figur~ lo The Jun;!.or colleges·reported 458 graduates, 
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1. Altus Junior College 
2. Cameron State-college 
3. Connors State Coll~ge 
4. Eastern Okla. State 
College 
5. Murray State College 
6. Northeastern A&M 
College 
7. Northern Okla. College 
8. Sayre Junior College 
9. OSU Tech. Institute, 
Stillwater 
10. OSU Tech. Institute, 
Oklahoma City 
11. Oklahoma State Tech. 
7 I 
Oklahoma 
Figure 1. Location of Eleven Schools Included in the Study and their 
distribution in Oklahoma 
..j:,:,, 
..i:,,, 
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the technicai institutes reported 651 graduates, and the 
vocational tec;hnical school reported 544 graduate~. A list-
ing of the individual schools, the number· o.f full time em-
ployed graduates from each school, and the number of res-
pondents to the survey for the study is ~iven in _Table II. 
'.·.•. l. . ' · •• • •. • - • 
The number .of technicians reported as e;riaduates from any 
one school varied from nine to five hl.l.!l.dred and forty-four. 
Table. III provides a frequency analysis of the sixteen 
technical programs and graduat.es responding to the survey 
of the eleven schools participating in the stud;vc.o -- Each 
' . 
respondent completed a questionnaire from which d.ata con-
cerning the employment pattern was obtained. In a number 
of cases when individual ite~s were examined, the-total 
number of response.s was less than 666 o Primarily, this 
was a result of the respondents either omitting so'llle item· 
or marking more choices than were required.·· 
Forty percent of those reported -as graduates of tech-
.·, 
nical prog~ams in O~lahoma, during the years studied, · 
respond.ad to the quel!:t;ionnaire. An analysis of the em-
_ployment pattern of these graduates is in Table IV. Those 
graq.µates reported as either continuing their eduoat·io"n, 
i.. 
pres,ently unemployed, disabled, or presently iri. the mili-
tary 1rervice · accounted for 48. l percent of the .respondents. 
The~e;3graduates were considered unavailable to the study. 
dfhe data given in Table V gives an analysis of the 
emp+oi1ment ... pattern· of graduates as to type of institution 
att~nde.d:.:for .technical educationo The percentage:o:f' 
TABLE II 
POPULATION OF THE STUDY 
Institutions 
J,mior Colleges 
Altus Junior College 
Cameron State College 
Connors State College 
Eastern Oklahoma State 
College· 
Murray State College 
Northeastern·oklahoma 
. "'· A&M College 
Northern Oklahoma College 
Sayre Junior College 
Technical Institutes 
OSU Technical Institute 
· ( Oklahoma City) 
OSU Technical Institute 
(Stillwater) 
Vocational Technical .. Schools 
Oklahoma State Techo 
(Okmulgee) . 
Number 
of 
.Resp<>n(;].en~s 
(237) 
20 
25 
4 
47 
7 
106 
18 
10 
(321) 
99 
222 
c1.08) 
108 
TOTJ\.L 666 
46 
Number of 
Full-time 
Employed 
(55) 
3 
8 
1 
5 
2 
-·21 
11 
1 
(193) 
59 
134 
(79) 
..J:L 
327 
47 
TABLE III 
FREQUENCY OF RESPONDENTS AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
TECHNOLOGIES STUDIED BY INSTITUTION 
.·.-· .... .,...-,.,...,...-e:-=·~ 
• Q) 
rl ~ 
0 Q) Q) • Q) Q) 0 H ~ . rl Q) ~ ~ Q) rl Q) Q) . rl • ~ (I) Q) Q) ~ 0 rl ~- ·.-f .s::: (I) rl rl. .p Q) 0 rl Q) 0 .p 0 
rl rl rl ro rl 0 rl 0 fl.l Q) 
rl. 0 0 .p rl ! 0 rl E-1 0 0 0 fl.l 0 ·O Q .. D 0 • 0 .p . .p Q) Q) Q) • ro m C/l .p H .p .p ro . (I) A rl r..t A A ro 
0 ro ro rl .:µ H 6 0 H ·H- .p ·r-1 .p .p 6· ro . Q) . .; fl.l ~ fl.l fl.l .p .p g •· • fl.l . C/l A .s::: .s::: m . S:::· m e ro H '0' 0 0 H l>., Q) Q) (I) Q) ' 0 
C/l H 0 (I). e : .s::: .s::: Q) E-1 . E-1 _.· .s::: ::I Q) a .p .p t ~ a1 Technology .p i C/l H H .P p· rl Studied· rl 0 ro ~- g 0 fl.l fl.l 6 Total <ti 0 0 rx:i ~ ~ fl.l 0 0 
Refrigerat,ie:n 
38 and Heating· * 9 29 Radiation· 17 17 
Petroleum 2 2 
Metals 6 6 
Mechanical 9 26 35 
Instrwnentation 4 4 
Fire Protection 31 31 
Electronic 10 13 27 7 10 46 51 27. 19-1 
Braf-t ing 
k-t-a Proee~-
6 4 12 7 3J · 3 20 34 41 1-67 
sirtg ··2·0 9 15 29 8 18 4 103 
Construction 21 21 
·Civil. & High-
way 3 J 
Civil 2 ·2 
Chemical 4 8 12 
keTonauti'cral 31 31 
Engineering 
Aide 3 3 
TO'.f.A:L·_· 20 2? 4 47 7 10618 10 99· 22-2108 q66 
*There were no respondents in this technology from this 
school" 
TABLE IV 
. : -
FREQUE~Y '.-ANif ·PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS OF THE 
. EMPLOYMENT- PATTERN OF. RESPONDENTS 
: . ' TO -SURVEY 
48 
Employment Status Number Percent 
Employed 327 51 .. 9 
Unemployed 16 . 2 .o 
Continuing Education 252 35.5 
Military Service 71 10 .. A_ 
=-
TOTAL 666 99.8* 
*Discrepan9y d11e to ;rounding· off to nea:r·est tenth percent 
TABLE V 
:PERCE1'Tl\.GE ANALYSIS OF.HELATIONSH~P OJ EMPLOYME~T 
PATTERN ··TO\TYPE OF INSTITUTIQN ATTENDED - .. 
-- -n=n:nr:m z'.oSC ' 
E~ployment Status 
E~ployed 
Unemployed 
Continuing Education 
Military Service 
irOTAl 
Junior 
College 
. N ·= · 215 
22.1 
4.1 
67.l 
6.7 
-
100.0 
T~pe of fmrtitution 
echnica! ' · Vocational 
Institute ·Technical ·School 
~ = 323 N = 108 
59.8 75.9 
1.5 1.9 
27 .. 9 3.7 
1008 18.5 
- -
100.0 100.0 
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g:r~duat.es responding to the questionnaire by type of in-
stitution were: junior colleges, 235 or 35o3 percent; 
techn::ilcal institutes, 323 or 48o4 percent; and the voca.;.:.· 
tional.technical school, 108 or 16 .. 3 percento Of those · 
graduates.reported·as employed full time, 63o3 percenthad 
attended technical instituteso The highest percentage of 
technicailicprogram graduates continuing their education were 
from the:: junior·. colleges, 62 .. 7 percent., One junior college 
had 72 ... 4 percent of its graduated.technicians .of ater-
minalLtechnician program continuing their education., Two· 
percetlt(:of. the vocational technical school graduates in-
dicated .they ·were continuing their. educationo The voca-
tional.technical school does not offer transferable college 
credit.which may account for the difference in percentage of 
those continuing their education from other trpes of in-
stitutions ..... 
Technology graduates were asked on item 14 of the 
questionnaire "Which most nearly represents your present 
work"as related to your technology training?" The data 
given:i.11 TELble VI presents an analysis of the relationship 
of the technology studie.d 9 to on-the-job duties.. Sixty-
nine and four-t.enths percent reported present occupation 
as being directly related to technology studied; twenty-
five and one-tenth percent reported present occupation as 
only partly related to technology studied; and five and 
five-tenths percent reported present occupation as not 
related to technology studied. Of the three types of 
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schools surveyedp 60.8 percent of ~he graduates of. techn.i-
cal institutes found jobs that ~i:tectly related to ·their 
technology speciality when. compared to: .the -.~wo other types 
of institut:i.ons .. · 
TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY AND P}l:RCENTAGE ANALYSIS OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF TECHNOLOGY STUDIED TO 
ON-THE-JOB DUTtES 
Relation of·Job · 
· Duties · 
. . !rype of .Institution· 
Junior · . Technical. Vocational 
College Insti t.-µte !e'ih. d~c;hOol 
N = 52 N ~ 193 N·~ 82 
No. rfo . No •. ~ No. rfo 
Directly :a.elated (227). 21 40.14 138 71:~.5 68 8J.6 
Partly Related (82) 21 40.14 49·25.4 12 14.6 .· 
Not Related (18) 10 19.12 6 J.l 2 2·.4. 
. . 
Descript·ion of· the Interstate · 
Geographic Mobility Pa~tern . 
. . . 
The interstate geographic mobility pattern for the 
327 technician !)rogram graduates responding· to. the survey 
as being full-time einp_loyees is given in Table. VII. 
TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS OF THE 
INTERSTATE GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY PATTERN 
OF THE EMPLOYED TECHNICIAN GRADUATES 
Interstate Mobility Number 
Employed in Oklahoma 171 
Employed out of State 156 
TOTAL 327 
51 
Percent 
52 .. 2 
47.,7 
99 .. 9* 
*Discrepancy due to rounding o.ff to nearest tenth percent· .. 
Testing the Questions Generated by the Study 
Question 1: How many of Oklahoma 0 s recent technician 
graduates h8ive taken employment out of the state, and of' 
these, how m~ny have since returned? 
Data indicating the 'interstate geographic mobillty 
pattern for the 327 technician graduates who responded to 
the questionnaire is given in Table VIII .. (See l,\.ppend1x D 
:for distribut:i,on;'b'y Stat,e .. ) These data indicate that 49 .. 2 
percent .had .. taken. employment. anq. remained in Oklahoma since 
completing technician trainingo. Of those who are reported 
as having been employed out of the state, 3 .. 1 percent had. 
sincer,returned.. Of the technician graduates responding to 
the survey, 52 .. 2 percent are presently employed in Oklahoma .. 
A Chi Square test was used to treat the raw scores of Table 
52 
VIII to determine if a stitistically significant difference 
existed .. in the re.lationship of interstate mobility to type 
. . 
of inst:ttv.tiono The Chi Square of 19048 was in excess of 
the ,.05 level. A statistically significd.nt difference did 
exist between technician fraduates interstate geographic 
mobility and type of institution from which they graduated. 
,.-;;. ",··· • \ •. ,. "Ii~- ·-. ,··· 
:..., ... ,.'.•/ 
TABLE VIII 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS.OF THE INTERSTATE. 
· '. : GEOGRAPHIC·- MOBILITY PATTERN OF THE 'EMPLOYED 
. TECHNICIAN GRADUATES BY. ·TYPE OF· SCHOOL . 
Interstate. Mobility 
Remained_. in Oklahoma 
M;grated Out of State 
Returned to Oklahoma 
TO.TAL 
Junior 
College. 
N = 52 
" No. % 
40 76.9 
11 2lol 
1 2~0 
-
52 100 .. 0 
· .... · ... · ..... < ;-:: · ___ ·_. ·. 
Technical 
Institute 
. N = 193 
· Noo-. % 
78 4004. 
I 
lOtl 54o5 
_;_]. 
_ 5~1 
193 lOOoO 
·. 
Vocational 
Tech., .School 
N = 82 
No-; --~---_: .. _. 
43 5'2 .. _4·· 
37 45 .. 1 
2 
.2.d 
82 · 99:o·9.* 
*Discrepancy due to rouriding off to neare.st tenth percent-o 
In an analysis of the technician graduate's op-the-job 
duties when related to technology studied, it.was found 
that 62.7 percent of the non-migrants to 72.4 percent of 
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the migrant as .employment related direciily to technolo~ 
studiedo Analysis of this data.is given in Table IXo 
TABLE IX 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF 'INTERSTATE 
GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY PATTERN 
TO,ON-THE~JOB DUTIES 
On-The-Jo.b Duties 
Directly '.t>artly 
Interstate Mobility Related Related Not 
Nbo % Noo % NOo 
Oklahoma Employment. 
(171) 114 50o2 47 57o2 10 
Out of State 
Employment (156) 113 49~8 
-
l2. 4208 8 
TOTAL 227 lOOoO 82 lOOoO 18 
Question · .. 2 ~ 
Related 
% 
55o5 
44o4 
10000 
Is there a difference in the technician graduates per-
so.nal.:.and socioeconomic background when associated with 
interstategeographic mobility? 
,Data. indicating the relationship of age of technician · 
graduates to interstate mobility are given in Table x-o The 
data-is pref?ented in four age r~es of approximately three 
years .eacho There is little difference at any age range,· 
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when comparing migrant graduates to non-migrantse A Chi 
§quare analysis of the relationsh~p of age of technician~. 
to interstate mobility indicated a Chi Square of 50839 with 
3 degrees of fr~~dom was :found to be not statistitrally 
significanto Age was not considered a significant variable 
to interstate migration .. 
Age Range 
20-22 
23-, ... 25 
26-29 
30-over 
TOTAL 
TABLE X 
CH;I SQUARE ANALYSIS OF THE 
TECHNICIANS AGE TO 
INTERSTATE MOBILITY 
in=state out-of-state 
41 25 
59 62 
37 35 
~ 12 
166 161 
total 
66 
121 
72 
68 
327 
df = 3 sign .05 ;:= 7.82 x2 = 5.839 E:2! !3ign~fican! 
When comparing technician graduates age and type of 
institutions to interstate geographic mobility it was found 
that seventy percent of the graduates from technical in-
stitutes 25 years of age and under were employed outside 
of Ok:lahomao ·Table XI presents data indicating the 
relationship-of age to interstate geograp:b.ic mobility by 
type of institution. 
TABLE x:;c 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHlP OF 
AGE TO INTERSTATE GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY 
BY-TYPE OF INSTITUTION· 
Institution 
55 
-- Technical Vocational 
Age Range Junior College Inst;itutes Technical 
Schocrl 
in out in out in out 
20-22 19 3 18 18 5 4 
23-25 14 2 33 43 . 13 17 
26-29 3 3 22 23 13 5 
30 over 6 2 10 _?]_ 14 10 
- -
~
TOTAL 42 10 83 111 45 36 
The analysie of marital sta~us of graduates as related 
to interstate geographic mobility is given ·in Table XII. A 
Chi Sg,uare test was_run on the data giving a, Chi Square 
value of 2 .. 52 with one degree of freedom. Using the Yates 
Adjm:~tment, at the .. 05 level of confidence -- the ·Qh!. Square 
value was not in e::iccess of the .05 '.Level of confidenceo It 
is therefore concluded marital st_atus o;f technician 
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graduates-has no statistically significant affect when com-
pared to interstate geographic mobility. An analysis of , 
technician'JS marital:status,b;y:type of institution indicates 
that the larger percentages of married graduates employed 
out of Oklahoma had graduated from technical instituteso 
Marital 
Single 
Married 
df = 1 
TJ,\.)3LE XII 
A CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF THE MARITAL 
STATUS OF TECHNICIAN AS RELATED 
TO INTERSTATE GEOGRAPHIC 
MOBILITY* 
Status In-State Out-of-State 
35 24 
99 109 
TOTAL 134 133 
sign. 005 3 .. 84 2 2o52 not = x = 
*not all respondents indicated marital stat:uso 
Total 
59 
208 
267* 
si~ificant 
The investigator had planned to use the sex of the 
graduates as one of the variables to compare with inter-
state geographic mobilityo However, there were only 10 
female technician graduates who responded to the question-
naire, and such a comparison was considered of little 
value. 
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Technology graduates were asked in item 5 of the 
questionnaire "Which represents where you have lived most 
of your life ibefore entering the technology programs?'' 
This question was intended to determine what prop9rtion 
of the technician graduates are being developed for labor 
markets of other states, and to give so~e indication of 
the rural to urban migration pattern whether in Oklahoma 
or in some other state. 
Marital 
Status 
single 
married 
TABLE XIII 
RELATIONSHIP OF MARIT,AL STATUS OF TECHNIC.IAN 
GRADUATES TO INTERSTATE MOBILITY BY 
TYPE OF INSTITUTION 
Technical Voe Tech 
Junior College Institute School· 
in out of in out of in out of 
state state state state state state 
11 1 16 18 8 5 
19 8 53 69 27 32 
In the analysis of the rural to urban migration of 
technician graduates a .Qh!. Square test was used and there 
was found t.o ::be a :;iignificant difference which indicated a 
' 
mobility shift of tec~nician graduates from rural commun-
ities to urban communities. D~ta indicating this 
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relationship is given in Table XIV. The place of residence 
was designated as rural if the respondent indicated his 
community of origin as farm ranch, open country, village or 
small town of: less than 10, 000 population. r_L1he place of 
residence was classified urban if the respondent indicated 
his community of origin a~ a city of 10,QOO and over up to 
including, :met :ropolis. 
TABLE XIV 
A CHI SQUARE· ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
OF COMMUNITY OF ORIGIN TO 
COJYilVIUNITY OF OCCUPATION 
Residence 
Classification 
Community 
of origin 
Comr;;un:Lty 
of occupation 
RuralL 179 56 
Urban:·.·· 148 271 
TOTAL 327 327 
Total 
235 
.419 
654 
df l signo ·. 005 3o87 2 10005 sieinificant = - x = 
®a.ta taken from. Table XV. indicates mobility· shift of 
techrticians·studiedo Fifty four and seven-tentl:).s percent 
of the graduates indicated their community of origin-from 
population areas o·f less than 10 ,OOOo · Respondents to the 
survey indicated that only 14 percent return to this same 
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size communityo Forty-five percent classified their com~ 
munity of origin as urban, 82~9 percent of the respondents 
indicated the community of occupation as urbano The data 
also indicates that of those who left Oklahoma for employ-
ment settled in larger 6ommunitieso 
TABLE XV 
AN ANALYSIS OF MOBILITY SHIFT OF OKLAHOMA 
TECHNICAL PROGRAM GRADUATES 
FROM 1964 THROUGH i968 
.community of Occupation 
Residence Community in out of 
Classification of origin state state 
Farm or Ranch 69 5 0 
Open Country 25 6 1 
Village (under 2500) 39 11 3 
Town (2500-9,999) 46 22 8 
Small City (10,000-
49,999) 79 56 46 
Large City (50,000 
99,999) 11 7 22 
Metropolis (100,000 
78 over 58 62 
TOTAL 327 16:9 158 
In the analysis of the re+a.tionship of' the type of 
institution attended to interstate geographic mobility 
given in Table XVI indicates a statistically significant 
' . ' 
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difference in relation to out-state migration.when compared 
to type of school attendedo A fil!! Square analysis.indicat-
ed x2= 9.3Jwith 2 degrees of freedom which is aboveth(;3 
.05,level of confidence. It is therefore concluded·the 
variaba.es, int.erstate mobil.i ty and . type. of sch9ol attended 
are independent .. 
TABLE XVI 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF TYPE OF INSTITUTION 
ATTENDED TO, INTERSTATE 
GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY 
.in state out-of-state 
Institution number percent number percent 
Jup.ior, Colleges 44 25ol 12 7o9 
Technical Instit\lte 84 48o0 106 69o7 
Vocational Tech-
nical School · 47 26.8 
..Ji 22.4 
-
~
' TOTAL 17.5 99o9* 152 , 100.0 
*di~crepancy due to rounding off to nearest tenth percep.t o 
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TABLE XVI A 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF 
_TYPE OF INSTITUTION ATTENDED TO 
INTERSTATE GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY 
Institution 
Junior College· 
Technical Insti-
tute 
Vocational Tech-
nical School 
AND· SIZE OF COMMUNITY OF 
OCCUPATION . 
) .· :i:ri-sta t e . ·,-',:,,;, ·,:,,:· ,• 
',......,..... 
om ,...... 
om 1 1 o 
LnCJ'\O .0 0 
.... o O O 
C\10'\0 0 ... 
: .. .. 0 
HOO O O 
.s:::l a> ..µ H I.!' d 
'()' l:>,rd .· .._;., ' ......, ....... 
§ t s 8 :::,, ;>;, m p:; A ......,. µ-,. ..µ ,...... ..µ ,...... ·r-1 
:::$ ' .. ·r+ °' •n °' r-1 Ho <DC\100'\00'\0 
00~ '°' O'\Pt ro r-1 ... Q) ... o 
El A r-1 A r:1 m q0m H 
$.i a> r-1 is:: aS v H O'\.P 
cd Pt·n o s m a> !:ct O > 8 tll H , ~· 
2. 3 l 3 2J,. ,J 5. 
3' 3 6 7 15 0 13 
out-o-f-state, · 
O :I; 2 6 29 l·i 57 
0 01 0 13 8 i':3 
The socioeconomic background of the technician._ grad-
uates• parents was a variable examined in relation to inter-
state geographic mobilityo Item 3 of the questionnaire 
asked "Father's or guardian's occupation (be specific)"o 
.The technician's parent's socioeconomic status was based 
upon Duncan's (65 p. 263-275) Socioeconomic Index·for Oc-
cupationso This index was constructed from the 1950 census 
information of which the results is a graduated rating 
scaie that can be used in research requiring a system of 
stratificationo' 
For purposes of data analysis each occupation was 
' 
given a socioeconomic indE:?x value and an interval ,scale 
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was developed using .the mean and standard deviation of the 
frequency and range of the occupation indiX valueso Of the 
327 respondents, data in Table XVII indicate 50o5 percent 
of the,technician graduate's parents who were in the High 
groups of land 2 were employed in Oklahomao The largest 
group to leave Oklahoma for employment of the high·group 
'Was J5.(7 percent of group 2., 
.The data given in Table XVIII is a Chi Square analysis 
of te,chnician. graduates parent Os socioeconomic status when 
compared to interstate geographic mobility., A Chi Square 
of Ooi1711 was>less than the 005 level of confidence indicat~ 
ing no;,:,sigm.ificant difference between the technician grad-
uatesLparent's socioeconom:i..c background when compared to. 
interstate g.eographic mobilityo 
tQuestion 3 ~ Is there a difference in the tecf\nician 
graduates·· demonstrated academic ability when associated 
with int~rstate geographic·rnobility? 
Some institutions did not make available individual· 
grade point.average of the technician program graduates 
to the imrestigato·r requiring Items 17 of the question-
naire to.be included to obtain this datao Wherever pos~ 
sible, grade point averages were collected and compared 
TABLE XVII 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 
OF PARENTS OF TECH.GRADUATES TO 
INTERSTATE GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY 
Parents Socio-
economic Status 
in-state 
number percent 
"out~t'~etll:ie · 
number percent 
Higp. 
Low 
-
I 34 20.1 23 
II 51 30.,2 60 
III 44 26 .. 0 47 
IV 40 23.7 28 
-
TOTAL 169 ·100"0 158 
TABLE XVIII 
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF 
SO.CIOECONOMIC STATUS OF PARENTS OF · 
TECIINICIAN GRA.1:>UATES· TO. INTERSTA'I'.E .. -. 
GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY 
Socioeconomic 
Status in~state out-of-state 
High 85 83 
Low 84 75 
-
TOTAL 169 158 
141o6 
38 .. 0 
29.7 
17.7 
100.0 
total 
168 
159 
-
327 ·., 
df 1 sign .. 08 = J.84 x2 = .171 not si@ificant 
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with the reported grade point average of the respondent. 
In every case there was.no discrepency between reported 
and real grade point average. The data given in Table XIX 
gives an analysis of the relationship of technician grad-
·, 
uates grade point average to interstate geographic mo'bili ty o 
GPA 
4.0-3. 6 
3.5-3.1 
3.0-206 
2"5-2ol 
2 .. 0-1.5 
TABLE XIX 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
OF TECHNICIAN GRADUATES GRADE POINT· 
AVERAGE TO INTERSTATE 
GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY 
in-state out-of-state 
number percent number percent 
16 10.3 17 llol 
38 24o5 48 3lo4 
55 35o5 52 34o0 
37 23.,9 30 19 .. 6 
-2 2.:§. 6 3.9 
TOTALS 155 100 .. 0 153 100.0 
The data indicates little or no difference between 
grade point averages of technician program graduates in any 
particular GPA interval of those who were employed out of 
Oklahoma, and those who were employed in Oklahoma. The 
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data in Table XX indicates 5708 percent of the graduates 
from the technical institutes left Okla,xioma~or employment, 
compare.d;c;to 25 ... o percent· of the graduates from the junior 
colle·ges'and 4Jo2 percent of the graduates of the vocation-
~l technical schoolo 
Question 4: Is there a relationship between the 
interstate geographic mobility pattern of technician grad'-
uatesi.when:compared to the 'field of technology studied? 
' 
The Chi Square analysis showing the relationship of 
interstate geographic mobility is presented-in Table X:XI; 
The Chi,Square test with 2 degrees of freedom was 12055 
which was la;ger than the 005 level. of confidenceo The 
data ·indicates a statistically significant difference in.·:: 
the relation.ship of the field of technology studied to 
interstate mobility, .when compared to type of institution 
attended by the technician graduates 0: 
.Inananalysis of Table X:XII showing the number of 
respondents.to the study by field of technology studied 9 
the data ind:i.cates the technologies that the greater 
number going out-of-state for employment were~ radiation 
technology, 93 percent; aeronautical technology, 83 
percent; fire p:r;otection technology, 83 percent, and 
electronic technology 51., 5 percent o Of the technologies 
included in the study fire, prot,ection technology had the 
largest groups reporting their community of origin·as being 
fr.om out-o.f-state o The data found .in Table XXIII gives 
the interstate geographic mobility pattern of technician 
GPA 
400-306 
3-o 5-3. l 
3 .. 0-2 .. 6 
2o5-2o1 
200-1 .. 5 
TOTALS 
TABLE XX 
DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICAL GRADUATES GRADE 
.. POINT AVERAGE AND INTERSTATE MOBILITY 
BY TYPE OF SCHOOL 
Junior College Tech .. Inste 
in state 9.ut state in state .out state 
. 1 (3o3) 1 (lOoO) 3 (3 .. 8) 9 (8 .. 3) 
7 (23 .. 3) 4 (40 .. 0) 17 (21 .. 5) 29 (26o9) 
8 (26 .. T) -4 (40o0) 31 (39 .. 2) 38 (35 .. 2) 
10 (33.,3) ,,· 1 (lOoO) 25 (31 .. 6) 27 (25 .. 0) 
_.± (13 0 3) Q (O .. O)' _l (3 .. 8) -2. (4 .. 6) 
30 10 79 108 
·: ) 
, .. :: 
Voco Tech. 
in state out state 
12 (26 .. 1 7 (20 .. 1) 
14 (3Q.,4) 15 (42o9) 
16 (34.,8) 10 (28 .. 6) 
2 (4 .. 3) 2 (5 .. 7) 
_g_ (4 .. 3) ..J:. (2 .. 9) 
46 35 
O'i 
O'i 
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graduates by field of technology, and by type of institu-
ti.on attended. The data indicates that the reason for 
leaving Oklahoma for employment is more relat~d to the 
technology studied than to any other single variableo 
TABLE _X:X:I 
CHl: SQUARE ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF 
TECHNOLOGY STUDIED TO INTERSTATE 
GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY BY TYPE 
Inlterstate. 
Mobility 
in-state 
out-of-state 
TOTAL 
OF SCHOOL ATTENDED 
Junior 
College 
37 
..12. 
52 
Technical 
Institute 
85 
107 
192 
Vocational Technical· .. · ..
School 
47 
_ 36 
83 
Total 
L69 
158 
-----
327 
df = 2 'sign. .05 level x2= 12055 si~ificant 
:~uest-ion· 5 ~ ... _ Is there a difference in the interstate 
geographic mobility.pattern of the technician graduates 
when associated with selected job factors reflecting em.,. 
ployment<>satisfactipn? 
·The respondents to the questionnaire were asked to 
chooseL.from 26 commonly given reasons for job satisfaction. 
The technician was to indicate the most important reason 
. . 
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TABLE XXII 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF TECHNOLOGY STUDIEDTO 
. · .· . INTERSTATE IVIOBILI'l'Y . 
in-state out-of-state 
Technology number percent number ·percent 
Refrigeration and 
Heating' 20 llo8 10 603 
. Radiation l 00.6 14 808 
:Petroleum l 00 .. 6 0 OoO 
Metals 11 0006 2 lo2 
Mechanical 12 7.1 8 5o0 
Instrumentation l 0.6 0 OoO 
Fire --Protection 4 2o4 19 l2o0 
Electronic 48 28o4 51 32.3 
·.;. 
Drafting 4-5 2606 34 
"'!>•:. 
2lo5 
Data Processing 23 1306 5 3ol 
Const:r,iction 5 2o9 3 -· lo9 
Civil and Highway 0 OoO 1 006 
Civil 0 o.o l 006 
Chemical 4 2o4 0 OoO 
Aieronautical 2 lo2 10 603 
Engineer:i.ng Aide 2 1 .. 2 0 OoO 
-
TOTAL 169 10000 158 9906* 
.{ 
*ciiscrepancydue to· ro.unding off to nearest '.tenth percent ·. 
TABLE XXIII 
FREQUENCY AND.DISTRIBUTION OF INTERSTATE.GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY 
BY FIELD QF. TECHNOLOGY. STIJDIED, l3Y TYJ?E QF. · . 
· -· .. , ., : .. ·.:r:r-r~~JjtJTiou .4TtEfu.1fu1t · · · · · 
Technology 
Refrig~ration & Heating 
Racliation 
Petroleum 
· Metals 
IYiechanical 
:Cnstrumentation 
Fire Protection 
Electtonic' 
:!!rafting " 
:0$.ta Processing,. 
Construction Qi vix' · & Highway 
Civil. 
Qaemi·cal · 
Aeronautical 
$ngineeringAide 
;.rt:. 
TOTAL 
... 
.! ,•, '; •' '· ' ,. " . :. . ~ 
Junior 
College 
"N = 
in out 
' 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 l 
0 0 
0 0 
8 7 
9 2 
14 4 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
4 0 
0 0 
0 0 
J7 ·rr-
Technical Vocational 
Institute Technioa.l School 
. N= N .. = 
in.···· out in out 
l 
5 2 15 8 
1 14 0 0 
l 0 0 0 
l 2 0 0 
10 7 0 0 
l 0 0 () 
4 19 0 0 
30 32 10 12 
18 16 18 16 
7 1 2 0 
5 3 0 \0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 10 0 ;Q 
0 0 2 0 
'8'j' 1w-· 47 jO 
O"I 
\.0 
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with one (1); •the second most:importa.nt reason with a·two 
(2); and the third most important reason with a three (3). 
These choices were tallied as to, in-state, out~of-state, 
) 
employment pa~tern. Each choice was weighted; a 3 was 
given for the indicat.ed first choice; a 2 for the second 
choice; and a one for the third choice. · The number of res-
ponses were multiplied by their weighted values and a sum 
obtained for each choice. These sums were ranked and a 
,· 
Mann Whitney U score was computed from these ranks for 
employed out-of-state respondents and in-state respondent. 
A value for a z score was then computed and a z score of 
.504 was obtained. li'or a two tailed test at the probab-
ility level of .05 the .value of .58 was larger than the 
computed z score of .504. It was concluded that tfrere was 
no significant difference between those who took employment 
out-o:f .. the-state to those who took employment in-the-state 
when comparing reasons of employment satisfactiono Table 
XXIV presents the data and the selected job factors of 
technician graduate's employment choices. The number list-
ed in the in-state and out-of-state columns are weighted 
score sums for each factoro Those respondents who took 
employment in Oklahoma indicated their highest score as 
"enable me to look forward to a stable and secure future." 
Those respondents who took employment out-of-state irtdicat-
ed their highest score as "Provides an opportunity to use 
my special abilities and aptitudes." Each reason was rated 
as one of the first three choices.by ea9h group. 
, .. 
TABLE XXIV 
THE RELA!fION OF SELECTED JOB FACTORS WITH CONCENSUS NUMBERS 
TO.IN~ERSTATE.]YIQ:1;3:):LITY. OF TECHNICIAN GRADUATES 
Job Satisfaction 
in--,state 
number concensus 
ao Permit me to pecreative and or:Lginalo 
bo Enable me to look forward to a stable 
and secure futureo .. 
co Proy-ide an· opl?ol,'tuni ty to use my special 
abilities a:p.d apti tude·So 
do Provide a high\startihg salary., 
eo Give me a chance to work with little or 
fo 
go 
ho 
io 
jo 
ko 
lo 
no supervisiono 
Enable' me to gain a respected position 
in the communityo 
Give me an opportunity to work with 
friendly people" 
Provide an opportunii:;y to continue my 
educationo ,, 
Provide fringe benefits: paid vacations, 
insurance 7 retirement, etco 
Provide an opportunity for rapid promotions 
Provide excellent physical working 
conditions .. 
Provide for good employer-employee 
relationso 
39 
137 
76 
71 
21 
31 
11 
6 
1 
2 
5 
12 
8 
17o5 
out-of-state 
:number concensus 
60 
113 
144 
118 
42 
6 
11 
61 
61 
24 
11 
16 
6 
3 
1 
2 
7 
22o5 
l4o5 
4.,5 
4 .. 5 
9 
l4o5 
11 
-:J 
1--' 
TABLE X:X:IV {continued) 
.Job Satisfaction 
in-state 
number concensus 
mo Provide £0-r rapid salary increases.. 8 
n., Be with a company Which is better knowno 18 
Oo Give me an o-ppo-rtuni ty t-o be helpful 
to otherso 11 
Po Be within short commuting distance., 13 
qo Parents live near to where job is located 28 
r.. Have friends and relatives near .. : 26 
So Spouse wanted to live there.. 3 
t.. Better· chance to find some one to marry. 1 
Uo Like the climate.. 9 
v .. Like size of community.. 14 
w .. Greater freedo-m ofbehavior O 
x .. Can better yourself socially and culturally .. 2 
y .. Like the general cost of living in the 
community.. 10 
Zo Prefer the morality of the communityo O 
21 
13 
17.5 
15.5 
9 
10 
22 
24 
20 
14 
25 .. 5 
23 
19 
25 .. 5 
out-of-$tate 
number concensus 
13 
39 
10 
7 
7 
9 
6 
0 
18 
12 
7 
1 
8 
0 
12 
8 
16 
2CJ 
20 
17 
22 .. 5 
25 .. 5 
10 
13 
20 
24 
18 
25 .. 5 
-.J 
I\) 
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The factor ranked third by graduates who were employed 
in Oklahoma was ''provide an opportunity to continue my 9.d-
ucation~ •. It ranked third by graduates employed in Okla-
•• •• •.•. • • • t 
homa and fourth by the out-of-state groupo N~ither group 
rated being close to family and friends as being.important, 
but those going out-of-state rated, "Be with-a-company 
which is better known" as seventh in 26 choices"· 
CHAPTER V 
SUlVIlVIARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The-probTem with.which this study was concerned was 
to determine if O~:L~homa during the five year period (1964-
.J.. . ·. 
1968) c.ontinue.d to lose· its trained technical manpower at 
a significant level among :the graduates of the two year 
·; . . . ' .· 
post--high school engineering and phys,i<!al science related 
. . . . , ·, 
technologies.· The study. was also conc.erned w;l th identify-
ing the possible.effects of selected personal.and f;!Qcio-
. 1,E!OOn.omic characteristics of: these graduates that may tend .. 
-;,I 
to cause interstate geographic mobilityo 
Summary 
,There h~s been much speculation and study in recent 
. . \ 
decades about ·scientific and technological development o.f 
\ ' 
this nation. The imp.act on the occupational. and' ·education-
al· structure of scientific and :technical development is 
constantly·evidenced by the.business and'ind.ustrial tech-
nique and edu·ca:tionaL curricull,UD. intended to me-et the grow-
ing needs.and·demands of society .. The complexity of ·i;n-
dustria.l techn.,ique has been responsible for. all levels of 
occup~tions to be elevated, and in turn has resulted in a 
shor~age .1of profe~rn~onal and semi-professional· manpower. 
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Many of the educa.tional institutions of Oklahoma are con-
tinuing to develop program and curri~ula intended to produce 
' ' ' 
the needed.manpower, and yet the .demand is greater than the 
educational out-put (29) •. · Of the technicians who complete 
their education in Oltlahoma many, ;•hecause,1of .interstate 
geographic mobility, are not available to th~ state's in-
dustry upon completion of their program. 
An attempt was made in this study to investigate the 
possible employment pattern of the technician program 
graduates of eleven Oklahoma schools with implications for 
the reduction of out-of-state migration of these techni-
cians. 
The basic design of the study was ~-post-facto'in 
nature, by which the respondents who secured employment 
within the state of Oklahoma, and the respondents who secur-
ed employment out-of-t:P,e-state were compared, uifilizing 
their responses to queetions related to selected v:ariables 
I 
asked in a questionn9:ire designed for that specific.pur-
poseo The number and ~inds of educational institutions 
from which the population of the study, was drawn were: 
Eight junior colleges, two technical institutes, and one 
vocational technical sc:P,ool .. All educational institutions 
included in the study w~re in Oklahoma, and have graduated 
technicians of the physical science and engineering related 
technologies in the years included in.the study. The res-
pondents to the questionnaire included in the survey we.re 
666 technician graduates.from a total of 1~53 reported 
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graduates during the years 1964 through 1968. Frequency 
and percentage analysis, the Chi Square, and other stat is.;._· 
tical techniques, eimple ·listings and pertinent remarks 
were used througb:out .. the stti.dyo 
Limitations 
Certain limitations should be·kept in mind while in-
terpreting the results of.this study. Since this study is 
based upon an.ex-post-facto design, ·the investigator was 
unable .. to control• or: manipulate the independent var_iables; 
nor was he able ·to :randomize the populatfono · 'rhus, im-
. proper interpretation ii;3 a major risk· undertaken when con-
ducting research of this typeo 
Due to the lack of control pointed.out in the preced-
ing paragraph, a s.eoond limitation is the risk of gener-
alizing the findings. -.. Though the etudy involved- a 'specific 
type· of population -.....;, 1964 through 1968 technician grad..;;.· 
uates of the associate degree (or it~ 'equivalent) programs 
in Oklahoma 0s junior calleges,· technical institutes, and 
vocational teohnical,.schools who secured full tinie employ-· 
ment within the u:i;.1ted States no statistlcal 'evidence 
is available to indicate that this population is typical of 
any other grouP, of technicians at this time· or in ·.the 
futureo 
A thi~d limitation ha13 to do with the questionnaire. 
method of.· collecting data. Regardless of the care · ill: d~-
signing and administering a questionnaire, no guarantee 
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can be g;i.ven that the respondent 0 s interpretation of the 
· questions asked will be the same as intended by the dE:lsign-
er of the. questionnaire. There is no absolute assurance 
that survey respondents will give valid responses. Thus, 
for an ex-post-facto design to be valid to the reader, he 
must accept the assumption that the investigator did not 
select subjects or make use of data that would intention-
ally bias the results. 
Conclusions· 
Answers to five research questions were sought in this 
study. In an attempt to provid~ at least a partial answer 
to the five questions, data were collected and analyzed 
from666 technician program graduates of eleven post-high-
school institutions of Oklahoma. This section states each 
research question and the conclusions based.upon the find-
ings. 
First Research Question: How many of Oklahoma~s 
recent technician graduates have taken employment out of 
the state, and of these, how many have since returned? 
Summary and Conclusion~ The data indicating the 
interstate mobility pattern of technician graduates tends 
to support the thesis that Oklahoma is losing some of its 
technician program graduates from its labor market. Of 
the technician graduates responding from five years of 
graduates of eleven educational institutions from almost 
every part of the state, 49.2 percent did not indicate they 
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.had ever left the state for employm~nt. Of those who had 
left the state'' for employment, 3. 1 percent have since re-
turned to Oklahoma for employment.~ Many who had taken em-
I 
ployment out-of-state indicated a desire to return if the 
opportunity existed. (see comments of graduates Appendix 
D) • 
Sixty~two and seven t.enths .p.ercent of those who went 
, 
out of Oklahoma for employment reported on-the-job duties 
directly related to technology studied. 
The conclusions Of the investigator is that.Oklahoma 
is losing about ·half of the tecllnician program graduates 
of tne ph,ysical science and engineerip.e; related ·technolo-
gies to o~her states• labor markets, and that·few retu:t'n 
for lack o·f · knowledge of employmerit opportuni tie.s available. 
Of those who take full time,employment, more of those who. 
\ 
leav~ the state willLwork at· jobs that directly relate to 
the technology st~died .. 
Second Research Question: Is there a difference in 
the technician graduate's personal and socioeconomic back-
ground when associated with interstate geographic mobility? 
Summary and Conclusion: · In the analysis of data re-
lating to age of technician graduate and mobility, little 
difference was found at any age of those who went out of 
state for employment and those who stayed-in Oklahoma for 
employment. When comparing type of.institution attended 
to age and interstate mobility, of those who went out of 
Oklahom.a,·for ,empl"oyment,. 70. 7 percent were graduates of 
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'technica.l.instituteso 
The findings indicate that marital status does not 
affect interstate geographic mobility.of technician grad-
uates at a statistically significant level. Fifty.:.two per-
cent of married graduates we·re employed out of state, but 
when comparing type of school attended, 63 percent of mar-
ried graduates who .w~re employed out of state were grad-
uates of technical inst'itutes. Ninety-eight and five-tenths 
· percent of the · respondents were males., and no comparison 
for sex and interstate mobility was made. 
When comparing community of origin to community of 
occupation a statistically significant difference did occur. 
A majority (54o7 percent) of the graduates indicated com-
munity of origin as rural, and only 14 percent returned·to 
a· similar size. community for employment. Of those who went 
9ut of Oklahoma for employment the·trend was to larger com-
munities. · Thei · typer of i:tistitti.t1io:ri. fwcm which 'the · tech-
nician graduated, had a significant effect .on size of com-
munity of occupation. Of those going out-of-state for 
employment in urban places, 69 percent were from technical 
institutions. The socioeconomic status of the technician 
graduates' parents does not appear to have any particular 
influence upon the migration pattern of the technician. 
Ther~ was some indicati.O?!l that original state residence 
may have had an effect on interstate geographic mobility, 
but the number of teehnioianswho were from out--of-state 
.was too small to make 1;3uch a concleusion. About half {50.6 
80 
·percent) of the t.echnician gr8duates tp.at were from the high-
er socioeconomic background stayed in Oklahoma for employ-
ment. 
Thus, the investigator concludes that the variables 
age 2 marital status, and socioeconomic background do not 
hi:i.ve a statistically significant affect on interstate 
geographic mobility of technician graduates. However, the 
community of origin (rural-urban), community of occupation, 
and.type of·institution attended.did tend to affect.inter-
state geographic mobility among technician graduates. 
Third Research Question: Is there a difference :in 
the ~echnician graduate's demonstrated academic ability 
when associated .with interstate geographic mobility? 
Summary and Conclusions: The data indicates that lit"/'" 
tle difference exists in the demonstrated academic ability, 
determined by grade point av·erage, of te:chnician graduates 
who went out of Okla. for employmento However, when analyz-
ing intervals of grade point average and interstate mobility, 
the technician who went out of Oklahoma for employment were 
of the.2.1 to 3.5 GPA and from the technical institutes. 
' . 
The conclusion.of the investigator is that the grade 
point average variable had no unusual affect upon interstate 
geographic mobility of technician graduates. 
Fourth Research Question: Is there a relationship in 
the interstate geographic mobility pattern of technical 
graduates when compared to the field of technology studied? 
Summary and Conclusions: The data indicates that 
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there was a significant difference between the two sub--p'op-
·~·· . 
ulatiOn$ when compared to field of technology studiedo A 
further analysis of individual technologies indicates.that 
four particular technologies had the greatest out-of-state 
migration~ These were: radiation technology with 93 per-
cent Qfgraduates migrating out-of:...the-state; aeronautical 
technology and fire protection technology with 83 percent 
each ,Qf.>their graduates migrating out-of-:-.the state; and 
electronics technology with 5le5 percento The number of 
electronic technology graduates leaving Oklahoma is so 
close to the number who stayed, it may be unrealistic to 
make a valid assumption from this statistico In the case 
of the other,three technologies there seems to be no labor 
market··· for these technologies in Oklahoma. 
The investigators concludes that more of the technology 
graduates identified by technology studied, stay in Oklahoma 
for employment except'iwthose technologies of radiation, 
·fire protection and aeronauticalo 
Fifth.Research Question: Is there a difference· in 
the interstate geographic mobility pattern of the techni-
cian graduates when associated with selected job factors 
reflecting· employment satisfaction? 
,Summary and Conclusion: To the 26 commonly given 
reasons for job satisfaction, the respondents indicated 
no. significant difference in their reasons for taking em-
ployment out-of-the-state to the group who remained in 
Oklahoma.for employment. Both sub-populations rated a 
secure and stable future, and being able to work at the 
technology studied as one of their first three choices • 
•. 
Bo.th· sub"'.'populations. rated high the chance to continue 
their education~ Those who took: employment···out-of-state 
. considered the fame of th'e company fairly important, :and 
those who stayed in Oklahoma indicated being close to 
family .and :friend as being f~irly import.ant •. 
. . 
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The in:vestigato:r. cQ.no:l:udes that <the ,,factors which tend 
•. - .. ' - .. . • • , . "! . 
to affect Job satisfac.tion didn't necessaril;x affect iriter-
state geogra~hic _ mobility. 
·Recommendations 
There . have been several variables investigate.d in this 
study which have been suggested as affec·ting interstate 
geographic mobility of technician~ graduating from th_e var-
. . 
ious technologies in Oklahoma. . Of .. these variables few tend 
to havi an effec't On the mobility Of. the technicians WhEjm 
analyzed as affecting mobility ove,r a number of years O 
Several.questions do arise as to .the.effectiveness of 
some of the. terminal tec,hnology programs. offered by the 
several schools. in Oklahoma. The attitude of the indivi-
. . 
dual graduate seems· to be not necessarily against any stat'e 
or locality but for job security, and being able to work at 
his chosen area of interest. The significap.t mobility 
shifts in the.employed tend to be·only in the technologies 
'· 
that do not seem to have adequate .employment opportunities 
in Oklahoma. In the responses received there was not a 
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feeling of animosity detected toward Oklahoma per se, but 
a feeli!J:€; of disappointment when employment opportunities 
were minimum. in tp.eir particular area of study. 
The major interstate mobility shifts were most notice-
able fi'Olll; the technical institutes where graduates were 
~;lven a-better opportunity to select employment from a 
number of major ,.compantes from a variety of' states o 
I , . 
. It is therefore, recommended that: 
1 .. Institutions providing technical education of the 
.terminal program type should provide more 
adequate resources for the technician graduates' 
placement. 
2. Employers of technician graduates in Oklahoma 
should re;..evaluate t~eir employment practices to 
include this level of semi-professional empioyee 
into·their manpower market, which would include 
among other practices a closer contact between 
's~hool and industry o 
3. Administrators of educational! institutions should 
encourage their technology etaff ,- through finances 
and available 11ime, to visit with the several in-
dustries of Oklahoma in order that they become 
better aware of the employment opportunities of 
Oklahoma, and that Okl~oma industry become better 
aware o;f potential labor s.ources available to them. 
4. There should be developed a central system of 
collecting and disseminating placement and employ-
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irJ.:f:,~~ation. to~·be sent .. to schools, employers 
Oltlah.oma, · to 
. :bet~.~f facilitate the. employment needs . of both. 
:.:, .·:· .;·· ··.· ... · ... · ·· ......... · .. · ·: .· •',. :. :·· .. 
: : ,t*<iii:s:~ ;cy· ·and thE3' s tucient •.•. ,,, . 
. . ;:5:i: $pme fo~····o:e cqntinuous. c:ornmunicS.tion · should be 
.. ·· :aeyei61>.e( p~!'t~i~ing to the p~obJ.ems assoc ia. ted 
e.ciµ~ati~n:;:Elif· ~.mpl(l~eri-t;;/n:eeds •. of 
;ndu~tr1es.· 9peratine; tn okiiahoma. •. ··•·· 
:$~~;r:e:·~~():µ1a .. ·.'beitu.rther .. t~s~atqh, .. 011. ''wh.y~l·.•·,i;~ch--
,: n:iCi~h graduates of Oklahoma's junio.r colleges . 
·.· ...• _:::}i,:r.~~~:/:J9'.•:S:f::rti:;~~·········~he.~r ...... ?:'1f·a~"i~-~-·····~·~0~e.r •••••.. ~n_ .. ~not~er. 
· . field. o:r }>ther .:ins.titutions· ·after· complet:i.ng the.ir ·. 
1t~chrij.oa;l;··~a~:c'fJioii.i .·.·· .. · 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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APPENDIX A· 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIOW-S FROM WHICH . 
. STUDY . WAS TAKEN 
Junior Colleges 
Technical Institutes 
Vocational Technical 
Schools 
Institutions and location 
Altus.Junior College 
Altus, Oklahoma 
Cameron State College 
Lawton, Oklahoma 
Connors State College 
Worner, Oklahoma 
Eastern Oklahoma State College 
Willhe:rton, Oklahoma 
Murray State-College 
Tishimingo, Oklahoma 
Northeastern Oklao A&M College 
·Miami, Oklah.oma 
Northern Oklahoma College 
Tonkawa, Oklahoma 
Sayre JUJ;1ior College 
Sayre, · Oklahoma · · 
Oklahoma State University 
T,echnical Institute . 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Oklahoma. State University 
Technical Institu,te 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Oklahoma State Techo , 
Okmulgee, Oklahoma 
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APPENDIX B 
The questionnaire was designed to collect data, from 
the teqhnician program gradu~tes, relative to the personal 
socioeconomic status, grade point average, and·selected job 
satisfaction data examined in this study. The design of 
the instru,ment was based on'questionnaire from other studies 
and included some suggestions from members of my advisory 
committee. 
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. <.: '·:··~_.4_1__ __ -:-:-:-~--~-,-=-c~-u ... ::-,-:-na-,-:-:-dA_A-:-:-,,-E-~~ .... c[_0~-i:-:-lli-R_· _S_I_T_Y _ •_S_Y_l_!._L_l:_"'il_A_· -:-·:a-~-,·--...;_. 
,,., . • Clanroo.m lulkling '406· . 
372~211, Eal. 6287. 
· January 6, 1969 
... 
. Dear Graduate: 
Oklahoma is in a perio4 of transl tion. New industry wishes to come to the · 
· state, and the state is interested that this happen, Witb this impendillllr 
··economic growth, the state's future development will depend on a highly-
skUled an4 well-educated labor force. · · 
To encourage industry to develop in Oklahoma, ;Lt is necessary to evaluate 
the .stateia labor potential, Many studies are.being conducted by the state 
goverDQlent, federal government, and the universities of Oklahoma to deter-
mine the available labor market. Especially s1gnif1cant·will be data 
relating to post high school technicians of the science and engineering f!elds 
of which you are a part. · · 
· I am presently condul.lting '.~ .follow-up· study of technician program graduates 
that will provide inforiiu~tioil· for ·the data ban~ project b4;!1ng directed by' 
the School of Oecupational and Adult Education at the Oklahoma State University. 
To complete the stuC,ywe will need information from you that is included in 
the accompanying questionnaire. Responses to the questionnaire will not be 
identified with any individual or organization in any published material or 
report; 
Your cooperation will be appreciated and will be mutually helpful in oiar 
efforts to assist in the state's industrial development program • 
. ~erely, -~--~· 
···ee~re .·· .. ···. · .. · 
~e Assistant . . · · 
· EGS/Jbb 
--- ·-:---:-h~-o-~-~-f H_O_c~-uM_pa-t--on_a_l-:-n:_A_A-:-u~-t -Ed-~-ca-~-.:-~-E_R_S_I_T_Y_-'•_S_T_I_L_L_W_A_!-:-:-. · __ *' ................ '" 372-6211, Ext. 7261 
- . - --- -. . ·.. . 
The following information is needed to assist in a state-wide study of two year 
post-high school technician program graduates of the physic:cil science and engineering 
.related fields from Oklahoma. · 
Please complete only those items that relate to you. 
Res nses to this uestionnaire will not be identified with any individual or organization 
in any pu is ed materia. or report. 
1. Name: 
Last First Middle Initial 
Address: 
Street or Box Number 
City and State Telephone 
2. Name and address ofa person who will always know where to get in touch with you: 
Name: 
---La-st-------~-F=irs~t-------M~i-d~d-le-ln~it-ia_l,...__ 
Address: 
---~-----s=t-re_e_t_o_r~Bo-x ...... N~u-m-be_r..,... __ ........ _____ _ 
City and State · Telephone 
3. Father or g1,.1ardian's occupation (be specific): 
(If retired or deceased, indicate his life's occu-pa-ti,....on ...... )----------
4. · If father or guardian's occupation is farmin9, please check one of the following 
which best describes his work. 
(a) Farm owner and operator 
- .. - (b) Tenant farmer--owns stock and equipment, not land 
-. -- (c) Tenant fcirmer--does not own land, stock or equipment 
. -(d) Farm hand . · 
5. Which represents where you lived most of your life before entering the technical . 
program? (check one) · 
(a) On a farm or ranch 
-- (b) In open country (small aeerage) 
. ~ (e) Town under 2,500 population 
Please give city and state 
(d) Town; 2,500-9,999 
- (e) City, 10,000-49,999 
-.-.. - (f) City, 50,000-99,999 
== (g) City, 100, 000 & 0VE1r 
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6. If c:mswer to question 5 is (a)Or (b), please indicate approximate number of miles 
: from nearest postal city or town. -""'"""----· -----------
. 7. .Which represents where you lived just before entering technician program? (if 
different from above) . 
. (a) On a farm or ranch 
~ (b) In open country (small acreage) 
--·- (c) Town.under 2,500 population 
(d) Town, 2,500-9,999 
. -. -.-. (e) City, 10,()()0,.49,999 
-. - (f) Oty, 50,000-99,999 
. · (9) City, 100,000&over 
Please give city and state. 
----------~------------
8. . If answer to question 7 is (a) or (b) please indicate approximate number of iniles 
from nearest postal city or town, -------------------
,9, Which represents where you now live? (if differentfrom above) 
(a) On a f!:lrm or rarich · · · . {d) Town, 2,500-9, 999 . 
.....--.- (b) In open country (small acreage) · __,_ (e) City, 10,()00-49,999 
.--.-. (c) Town uncler 2,500 population --.- (f) City, 50,000-99,999 
_,......_ . · . . · (g) City, 100,000 & over 
PleCi$Ei give city and state ---------...,:.-""--------------
10. If answer to question 9 is (a) or (b), please indicate approximate number of miles 
from nearest postal city or town. · . · 
11, Date of Birth /'/ -·~ PateofMarriage~, No. of Children_. __ _ 
12. Education. and Work Experience (What you did - major part of year) 
Year School and Organization City state 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
(use back of page if needed) 
13. Field of technology in which you prepared=-------------
14, Which most nearly represents your present work as related to your technology 
trainirig. (please check one). 
(a) ____:_closely related, (b) ~rtly related,. (c) 
15. If answer ls (c) please identify present occupational duties. 
(use back of page if needed) 
not related 
16... What will be/was your actual rrionthly starting salary immediately after 
graduation? 
~ ....... --~--------------------------
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17. Which represents your overail college grade point average. (check one) · 
4.0 to 3.6 __ , 3.5 to 3.1 __ , 3.0 to 2.6 __ , 
2.5 to2.1-! 2.0tol.5 
18. List pay increase (s) you received each year since completing technician 
training. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~-
19. Below are listed from (a) to (z) some of the most common reasons given by employees 
for taking a job'. Please place (1) by the one item that best describes the reason . · 
which most influenced you in taking your first employment just after ··completing 
technician program, (2) by the one item of second in importance and· (3) by the · 
. one item of t~ importance. List other reasons if these do not apply. 
a. Permit me to be creative and original. 
b. Enabie me to look forward to a stable and secure future. 
c. Provide an opportunity to use my special abilities and aptitudes. 
d. Provide a high starting salary. 
e. Give me a chance to work with little or no supervision. 
. . 
f. Enable me to gain a respected position in the community. 
g~ Give me an opportunity to work with friendly people. 
h. Provide an opportunity to continue my education. 
i. Provide fringe benefits: paid vacations, insurance, retirement, etc. 
j. Provide an opportunity for rapid promotions. · 
k. Provide excellent physical working· conditions. 
I. . Provide for 90.od employer-employee relations. 
m. Provide for rapid salary increases. 
n. Be with a company which is better known. 
o. Give me an opportunity to be helpful to others. 
p. Be within short commuting distance. 
q. Parents live near to where job is located. 
r. Have friends and relatives near. 
s. Spouse wanted to live there. 
t. Better chance to find some one to marry. 
u. Like. the climate. 
v. Like size of community. 
w. Greater freedom of behavior. 
· x. Can better yourself socially and culturally. 
y. Like the general cost of living in the community. 
z. Prefer the morality of the community. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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APPENDIX C 
DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICIAN GRADUATES 
BY STATE 
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TABLE X:X.V 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE ANALY:SIS OF DISTRIBUTION 
OF TECHNICIAN GRADUATES WHO SECURED FULL TIME 
EMPLOYMENT BY STATE 
State 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Connecticut 
'Georgia'. 
Hawai.m:;;::. i: 
Idahoc. 
Illinq:tis 
Iowa 
Kansas, 
·Louisiana 
Maryland{: ·· 
Massachusetts 
Michigan.· 
Missouri 
Nevada.·a,· 
New Jer:.sey 
New M,exico 
New York:t< 
NorthsClarolina 
Ohio: 
Oklahoma. 
Oregon:; 
Penns;y:ILvania 
.. South: Oa~olina 
Tennessee 
Texas .... 
Virginia.. · i 
Washington 
Wisconsin 
Number 
1 
2 
2 
13 
2 
l 
1 
2 
5 
6 
15 
4 
1 
l 
1 
13 
3 
l 
9 
1 
1 
2 
169 
2 
3 
2 
1 
48 
5 
3 
5 
327 
Percent 
00003 
00006 
' 00006 
0;040 
00006 
00003 
00003 
0.006 
00015 
00018 
0 .. 046 
0;012 
00003 
0.003 
00003 
0.040 
00009 
0.003 
00028 
00003 
00003 
00006 
00523 
0.006 
00009 
00006 
00003' 
00147 
Oo0l'5 
00019 
00015 
0~'998* 
~Dis9rApencies due to rounding off to the nearest 
tenth percent .. 
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APPENDIX D 
STATEMENTS FROM RESPONl>ENTS 
·· .... 
TABLE XXVI 
IDENTIFICATION OF SELECTED ATTITUDE STATEMENTS 
RELATED TO OKLAHOMA IN.GENERAL BY LETTER 
' . ' :-·- . . . 
Selected Attitude Statements 
l Unable to find {3. job, even in Tulsao I have 
looked.eighty different places. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
I have found that ~ person is more val~~1.e· in 
his field if he :has mechanical trainingo . 
Oklahoma 0s industry~ or lack.of.it - is·_ ·· 
forcing qualified people to :f:.eave the . Sta.tEi o _.·. 
\.. ' ' ' ·. : . 
If Oklahoma could mat ch the. conditions found 
ei~eWhere I would retµrn~ · :. · 
. . ' ,,'. 
I would- like to teach, lpu.t the mo~ey'-, fringe · 
'benefits and I"eti·rement do: nqt compare to'> · 
intlustryo. 
'~ f eeling,s are different }).OW than .. two 'years ago·o-
I would ·move back to: Oklahoma if jobs ·w.eire 9:vail~ 
able~· · 
The Technical Iilsti,tute Would be a much bett~r 
program if the University w9:u.ld advertise it~ 
Many.companies had never heard of the Technical 
Institute. at Stillwatero . The courses a.~e good~-
and grad:u.ate technicians could get much ,better-
paying 'jobs :if more large companies knew about 
the Technical. School~ · · · ,--
Oklahoma should recognize the ~eed fo.r keeping 
technical people. who are state ed;ucatedo .!Vzy"_ 
·son w~s :riot offered a position in. Oklahoma that 
even· c:lQsely equalled the. opportuni t,ieef offered 
by out-of-state industryo · 
100 
101 
TABLE XXVI (continued) 
Item Selected Attitude Statements 
9 Fire departments. in general have not adapted 
themselves to the·acceptance of college graduates. 
10 Published information indicates that tlie terchni-
cian will fill the gap between the skilled trades-
man and the engin,aero · There is not a gap-between 
these two professions o There is a cha.am··_ which. 
· can neither be filled nor escapedo · ·· 
11 There is a need for the technician, but.t:i+e:re is 
no room for advancement out of technician ranks 
into the more highly skilled technical areas or 
the lower--ekilled areas of engineering. Teqhn:lcal 
education is only.valtiabl~ to one Who is not con~ 
earned about .. the future and cpmplacent · in his 
work. · 
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